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EDISWAN
"LOTEN" 2 -VOLT
ACCUMULATORS.

-- -
Dry charged type.
10 amps.- 6/- each.
20 amps.- 8/6 each.
30 amps. -10/6 each.
45 amps. -13/6 each.
Prices of 4 and 6 volt

Accumulators pro
rata.

GEARED CONDENSER.
Machine -cut gears of special configuration ensure
positive motion without backlash. -Ratio of 100-1
permits of very critical tuning. Easy to fix-one
hole only required in panel.--- -Prices t-'01.10.5 . 22/6. '001:13 - 26/S.

EDISWAN VACUUM GRID LEAK.
(Glass enclosed.) (Patent applied for.)

Steady resistance under work'n1 conditions. Low
CaPacity-Nc iseless-Accurate. In values of '5. 1. 2.

3, 4 and 5 megohms. Price 2/6 each. Carrrirl

0/000 and 250,000 ohms, with safe current carrying Ciih CONDENSER AND CLIP.

EDISWAN VACUUM ANODE RESISTANCE.

2
Made in values of 40,000, C0,000, 80.000, 100.000, 150.000.

capacity of 1 milliamp at a pressure not exceeding 180
volts. Constant resistance-no heating-noiseless. values of .0001/20/4/8 and '001, fits into the

(Glass enclosed.)

Price 2/6 each.
The Ediswan Cartridge Condenser, available in

Standard Clip for grid leaks, offering a simple
method of changing values.

- - Condenser: Price 1/6 each. Clip: Price 1/ii each.

,,,.........tar.=
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EDISWAN
NEW SHKOUDED TYPE

L.F. TRANSFORMER.
The inductance of the -
primary winding is 50
henries a_nd the impedance
31,500 ohms at a frequency
of 100 cycles per second.
W.L. 600 3'5-1 Ratio Low
Frequency Transforthers 251 -

each.

EDISWAMI
VALVES

CLEAREST  STRONGEST* LAST THE LONGEST

c4 type for every purpose
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., 123/5, QUEEN VICTORIA' STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attentio.i
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Supreige examples
eSuenlifieffigineeping:

carries on the tradition

THE "CYLDON " LOG
MID -LINE CONDENSER
This unique "Cyldon"is built on the Logarithmic principle,
and the vanes are shaped approximately midway between the
square law and the straight-line frequency types, the variation in
capacity being intermediate. The effect is that the usual
crowding of stations at either end of the scale in the S.L.F. and
S.L. Condensers is* eliminated, and in the case of multi -valve
receivers will give identical readings over the whole tuning range.

The construction is identical with the high standard of all other
"Cyldon"condensers.

Prices :
'001
-0005
'0003
'00025
*0002

19/-
15,6
14;6
14/-
13/6

With 4 in. knob dial
2/- Odra. In the case
et gang condensers,
Log Mid -Line are a
necessity, not a

luxury.

Prices :
2 Gang .. £2
3 Gang £3
4 Gang £4

LBOM
Write for this "Cyldon" Booklet
Every wireless constructor will find much
of interest in this booklet, entitled
" Concerning Variable Condensers."
It has been prepared by our experts
for the guidance of constructors =-
and a FREE Copy will be sent
you on request. Write to=day.

10s.
10s.
10s,

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS, LTD.
Cyldon Works, Sarnesheld Road, Enfield Town, Middlesex.

Contractors to the B.B.C., H.M.R.A.F., H.M.O.W.,
and all the leading manufacturers of quality receivers.

Telephones : Enfield 2071 (2 lines). Telegrams : " Capacity, Enfield,"

Goodall Ad,

UC
ac

MAKE THIS VALUE
UNP LED

NEW
REDUCED
PRICES
000s

.0005 716
With 3 in. Dial.

with" Two Speed " Dial
and Station Recorder

'0003 151-
'0095 1E/8 Last year we concentrated

our resources and experi-
ence to the production of a

first-class precision condenser at a popular price.
Few wireless constructors have not heard of the
wonderful success that followed its introduction.
The experts described it as a condenser worth at
least double its price. Constructors from all parts
of the country have expressed their astonishment
at finding such efficiency at so low a price.
Now this value is to be even greater. Our new
factory, equipped for a far greater output, is able
to produce these " Popular Condensers still more
inexpensively. We pass these economies in full
to the public.

DETAILS
End plates are aluminium pres-
singi. Rotor mounted on ball
bearings. No "sloppy" bearings,
springs, or spring washers. Straight

line wavelength curve. Girder
construction for strength. Perfect
balance and dead -accurate adjust-
ment.

EVERY GOOD DEALER STOCKS BOWYER-LOWE
QUALITY COMPONENTS.

We -shall be happy to send you our catalogues on re-
quest and to tell you where you can obtain our com-
ponents in your district.

2. 
T 

RE

owyeroL,

Popular .on eraser
BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH

11
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KNOICAO BATTERY

GIVIN6)TifINE

ANOTHER
UNSOLICITED
TESTIMONIAL!

]go. 5.
Road 56.

RlY. Cardiff,

'26-10-21.

Messrs.
Siemens

Brothers
& Co. Ltd.,

,Your publication
of a letter

from ar.,

Dear Sirs,

R.W. Young, is
one of your

72 -volt

11.T.
Batteries

is very
interesting,

but I

have great
pleasure

in stating
that his

is

not an isolate&
experience.

I have
st discarded

one of your

batteries
ot the same type after

uineteen

months
use.

DUTing
the Whole

ot that

period
it gave

satistactory
service

and

fora considerable
time it supplied

the

power
to a four valve

set with
a super

power valve
in the last stage.

What seems
to me to be especially

worthy
ot mention

is the fact
that the

tall

tage was
gradua,

anti the
internal,

Teri®..tance

of each
cell was

aprox.
the

same
at the

end ot its lite.
-

I know
of no battery

capable
of EirinE,

such fine
results,

and I spea1:
TOril

considerable
experience.

You may
add syname

to your
deservedly

long list of satisfied
customers./

sfaithfullyYour
(SO)

11M.. WalI.,,,

WIRELESS BATTERIES

Type R.B.3 (72 Volts) PRICE 24/ -

Sizes for other voltages are given in our
Catalogue 650

SIEMENS BROTHERS & Co., Ltd.
WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

co

H.T. FROM YOUR
MAINS

.4% tOSSOR
40ww 0041 MAKER

IF you have electric light you
lare wasting money Every

time you buy H.T. bat-
teries. Start saving money-
build an H.T. Eliminator and
get current from your mains.
Send the coupon for a book
which shows you how to do
it. " How to build your
own H.T. Eliminator for
A C. or D.C." is writt 2n by
an authority for the makers
of T.C.C. Condensers. If you
follow its concise instructions,
clear photographs and simple
diagrams you will have no
difficulty in building an Elimi-
nator which will give you
constant H.T. from your
electric light mains-for neg-
ligible cost. And, if you use
T.C.C. 600 volt Condensers,
you will build an Eliminator
that is utterly safe and reliable.
Send the coupon to -day.
It will cost you nothing.

I

OCX.
sc,0 N DENSERS,,i,

v, & 0-
Vei' 01):

1 CP ' P,`". s''.' & 'i 0 '''
GoIn:' VV \

getA\
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 Simpler Wireless "
MR. J. F. JOHNSTON'S four -

valve "Simpler Wireless"
receiver needs no introduction.
" Simpler Wireless " is now an
accepted fact,, as any system
which really abolishes all batteric s
and current supply units was
bound to become. This receiver
is a long-distance loud-speak.r
set, comprising H.F., detector,
and two L.F. It is very stable
and the reproduction excellent.
Don't forget if you have A.0
mains that you, too, can use the
set if you make up the rectifier
described in- No. 289.

The " Economy One "
rr HE "Economy One" is the

.1 third of our three receivers
specially designed for cheapness
and for efficiency in working. TLe
circuit is " straight" and good.
Magnetic reaction is employed.
The cost to build is not over 15s.

A B.B.C. Problem
THE question of the B.B.C.'s

pronunciation is a bone which
all the literary " dogs " love to worry.
One would have thought that, with a com-
mittee consisting of, among others, Mr.
Bernard Shaw, Sir J. Forbes -Robertson,
and Professor Daniel
Jones, and presided over
by Dr. Robert Bridges,
it would have been safe
from much of the criticism
that has been made. But
it was not so; and perhaps
its critics have some
justification for .arguing
that the size of the
Oxford English Dictionary
should not disqualify it
from use at Savoy ,Hill.
If the announcers could
not, surely some strong
man could be found who
could open the volumes !

Voi. XII. No. 293

and Elect rics
The Leading Radio Weekly for the Constructor, Listener

and Experimenter
Edited by BERNARD E. JONES

Technical Editor: J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.), A.M.i.E.E. JANUARY 21, 1928

A B.B.C. Problem-" Simpler Wireless "-Musician's Paradise-Grand
Guignol- PCJJ-New Radio Writer

 BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE CIRCUIT
" Yes, but what IS Britain's favourite circuit? Your announcement

told us who won the competition, but not which circuit really was the
favourite "-a reader's question, which we answer below.

The Favourite Circuit, as decided by the ballot, has three valves-
detector, one resistance -coupled L.F., and on& transformer -coupled L.F.

This circuit has now been incorporated in a receiver by our own technical
experts, who have spared no pains to make the receiver the ideal embodi-
ment of the circuit.

The aerial is connected to a tapping on the aerial coil, thus ensuring
selectivity, while reaction is applied by means of a coil coupled to the aerial
C3il, and is controlled by a variable reaction condenser. The R.C. unit is
sp designed that all frequencies are equally amplified. Absolute simplicity
of construction has been one of the objects of the designers and expense has
been reduced to the minimum, but, as can be seen from the above photo-
graph, the receiver is decidedly handsome.

As a special offer to the constructor, we are also giving a full-size Blue-
print of the receiver away with every copy of next week's issue. With this
Blueprint, and because of the simplicity of the wiring, etc., even the absolute
novice cannot have any doubts to deter him from beginning construction
immediately.

We feel sure that all of our readers will do their friends the good turn
of telling them about " Britain's Favourite Three "!

The Musician's Paradise

G.M.T., the wavelength being
30.2 metres, as before.

Grand Guignol
READERS who may remem-

ber the weird Grand Guignol
plays presented a short time ago
at the Little Theatre, London,
will not fail to tune in 5GB on
January 24, when two " thrillers"
are being broadcast. The first is
entitled The Test, by J. A. W.
Shepherd, and the second, a new
play, The Witch Wife is by
Mabel Constanduros and Michael
Hogan.

A New Radio Writer
MR. TEMPLE THURSTON,

who has lately joined the
ranks of the writers of radio
drama, has written a special play,
entitled The Burden of Women, to
be broadcast from the Savoy Hill
studio on February 7. The plot
deals with the hard life of the
sailor's wife who anxiously awaits
the return of her husband.

PCJJ Re -opens HERE is one section of the community
THE Philips short-wave station, PC H, j who must really be very grateful to the

recently rebuilt, is now transmitting  B.B.C. These are the composers and song -
every Tuesday and Thursday, 18-21 hours, writers, for the B.B.C. is always willing to

consider any new composi-

PRINCIPAL CONTENTS
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Zeesen-The Most
Powerful Broadcasting
Station in the World 84

The "Economy One " 85

Practical Odds and Ends 87
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made Cabinet E8
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ture  97
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paratus 98
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The" Simpler Wireless "
Special Four .. .. 100
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1:1 tion and if one seems to
have any value it is always

. played over by a full
orchestra. We have not
yet heard of a starving
musician being found out-
side 2L0.

0

A Future Development
AFEW weeks ago Ther-

mion hinted at
litrode valve developments
to come; and from recent
rumours from a certain
quarter it seems that
Thermion is again right !
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FIRST-HAND
As most readers are aware, the most

powerful broadcast transmitting
plant in the world has been completed and
was put into operation on December 20,
at Zeesen, near KOnigswusterhausen,
about 25 kilometres from Berlin.

In order to give an idea of the unusual
power of this new transmitter it may be
said that, while the Witzleben,
transmitter has only an output of 9 kilo-
watts, and the old "German programme"
transmitter, the functions of which the -new
transmitter is taking over, 9 kilowatts in
the intermediate circuit, the new trans-
mitting plant has been designed for a
capaCity of no less than Ito kilowatts, thus
outdoing not only all German transmitters,
but Daventry with 20 kilowatts and
Scheneetady with about 8o kilowatts.

The new transmitter is at the present
unparalleled in the world, constituting as
it does a central transmitter for covering
the whole of Germany and destined to'be
received throughout the country with sim-
ple receiving sets. In the whole of north-
ern, central, and part of western Ger-
many reception will even be possible with
the cheap, and therefore most widely used
crystal apparatus, while in other parts of
Germany the most simple type of valve
receiver will be sufficient. Moreover, there
will not be any difficulty in receiving the
new transmitter in the rest of Europe.

There have been provided three stages,
viz., the modulating transmitter, the inter-
mediate amplifier, and the output ampli-

Mint PvwzrKil
sting Strativn

the Wvrld
DETAILS BY DR. ALFRED GRADENWITZ

fier. The anode tension of ro,000 volts for
the three stages is derived from one high
vacuum rectifier arrangement which,
through an H.T. transformer, is operated
direct from the three-phase current system

studio serves to control the transmitter
plant. The aerial is carried by two insu-
lated wire -braced iron:frame masts, 700 ft.
high and 1,500 ft. distant. from one
*another. The aerial is of the "T" type,

about r,000 ft. long and
20 ft. wide. A small -
meshed network, about
2,50o ft. long and
1,000 ft. wide, buried
in the ground, is used
as the earth.

Apart from the social
and political importance
of th% new giant
transmitter, the German
Postal Department has
been anxious -to avail
itself of: this installation
with a view to counter-
acting the present
de cl in e in interest
taken in wireless. In
order, therefore, to

provide a greater Choice of programmes,
the two -programme system was adopted,
and inasmuch as, on account of mutual
disturbances, the installation of several
transmitters in the
same town was not
desirable ; a high -
power transmitter
was provided which
enables most
listeners to choose
between the pro-
grammes of the local
transmitter a n d
those of the new
Zeesen high -power
station. In fact,
Zeesen is not to
broadcast Berlin's
evening programme,
as the old Konigs-
wusterhausen trans-
mitter mostly did,
but is to pick out
the very best of the
various German pro-
grammes. The new
transmitter is to be
operated on a very
long wave (possibly
2,000 to 3,000 metres) .

These two photographs of
the Control Panel and
Tuning Inductances show
the unique design of the
plant at the Zeesen Station

parallel (third
valves, and one
ating the grid
valves.

In addition to the 220 -volt continuous -
current generator for feeding the auxiliary
circuits, there have been provided the
following converters : One 4o -volt machine
for heating the oscillating valves for the
first two transmitter stages and the auxil-
iary rectifier valve, one 2,000 -volt con-
verter for generating the grid bias for the
third -stage valves, one converter gemrat-
ing the anode tension for the terminal
amplifier, and one for charging the bat-
teries.

A switchboard desk installed in the

(3 by 6,000 volts). The
transmitter comprises
t w e 1 v e water-cooled
valves, one I-kik:1watt
valve (first stage), one
water-cooled '0 -kilo-
watt valve (second
stage), six 20 -kilowatt
valves arranged i n

stage), three modulating
rectifier valve for gener-
bias for the modulating

One of the Aerial Masts
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THE " A.W."
TECHNICAL STAFF

POWERFUL
headphone signals from

a number of broadcasting stations can
be received with the simple and inexpensive
one-valver illustrated here.

It is designed on lines similar to the
" 3os. Two-valver " recently described in
these pages. That is to say, only the
essential components are included, and the
layout is compact but efficient. A small
ebonite panel, 5 in. by 4i in., accommcr

NT*

NT-

LT -

Z.T

The Circuit Diagram

dates_ the variable tuning condenser, the
filament " on -off " switch and the aerial
and earth terminals.

Simple Control
The main control is the variable conden-

ser dial, but if only one station is to be
habitually received, the " on -off " switch
constitutes the only control. Thus the re-
ceiver should find favour amongst the less

This Plan View shawl the Simple
Construction

.11WMVAIMIIIMS!*.V.MIIMMILILWENEIMMMTAIPAKIMINIVC

xl.dhaREK.,

S1NGLE-VALVE
SET FOR /5/

scientifically -inclined members of the
family.

On the baseboard, to which the control
panel is screwed, are five small and inex-
pensive parts (I) The valve -holder. (2)
grid leak and condenser. (3) By-pass
condenser. (4) and (5) Single -
coil mounts. The layout is
completed by the terminal strip
which carries the phones and
batteries terminals.

Circuit
Constructors will be in-

terested in the circuit
arrangement incorporated. .

A glance at the diagram
will show that no deviation
from the "straight"
arrangement h a s been
made, simply because for
really efficient results
with an absolute mini-
mum of components, the standard
arrangement cannot be easily improved
upon. A plug-in coil, No. 35 or No. 4o is
tuned by a parallel .obo5-microfarad
variable condenser.

Series Grid Leak
A .0003-microfarad grid condenser and

2-megohm grid leak are connected as
shown for rectifying Thrposes. Note that
the grid leak is connected between the grid
and L.T.+ and not across the grid conden-
ser. Thus it is necessary to insulate the
grid -leak clip clamped under the grid
condenser terminal, remote from.the grid,
so that the " free " end of the grid leak
can be separately connected to L.T.
Messrs. Dubilier supply this insulated clip
with their fixed, condensers, although, if -
desired, a separate holder can be used for
the grid leak.

In series with the anode of the valve
and the phones is shown another coil, which
can be a No. 6o ping -in coil; used for reac-
tion. This coil is variably.. coupled to the
tuning coil; the closer together the coils
are the greater is the increase in signal
strength. It is important to see that the
coils are coupled'in the right "sense,"
otherwise when the reaction coil is brought
nearer the tuning coil a decrease in signal
strength will result !

. Across the phones is a .00microfarad

fixed condenser, which is usually necessary
to by-pass the H.F. current flowing in the
anode circuit. Without this condenser
" ploppy" and erratic reaction effects are
usually experienced. There is no filament
resistance, as this is not essential if a 2 -volt

The Complete 15,'- One-valver

valve is used with a 2 -volt accumulator.
A switch is connected in the L.T. + lead.

SLOE-PROT i3IIEL5,r4.4 W 7/

E

r0
---s .000S ©

0r-'
47-

sky/re:1i

0 0 #*
70 /1011/Y6 /TATES

'III

-P/1O/YES 47:- LT*

The Wiring Diagram, Blueprint available,
Price 1/-
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Components
Ebonite or bakelite panel, 4% in. by

5 in. by 1/4 in. (Raymond, Pertinax, Becol).
.0005-microfarad variable condenser

(Ormond, Burton, Cyldon, Jackson).
Two single baseboard coil -holders (L. and

P., Lissen). Baseboard -mounting valve -
holder (Lissen, Benjamin).

.0003-microfarad fixed condenser, with
series clip (Dubilier, Lissen, T.C.C.).

.002-microfarad fixed condenser (Dubi-
lier, Lissen, T.C.C.).

2-megohm grid leak (Dubilier, Lissen).
Ebonite strip, 7 in. by 2 in. by in.

(Ebonart, Becol).
Push-pull battery switch (Bulgin, Trix).
Eight terminals,.marked : A, E, L.T.+,

H.T.-, H.T. +, Phones+,
Phones- (Belling -Lee, Eelex).

Connecting wire (Glazite, Junit).
The general layout has already been

explained, but there is one point which
calls for comment. The reaction -coil
coupling variations are effected by swivel-
ling the single -coil mount carrying the
reaction coil. This mount is attached to
baseboard with one wood -screw which is
prevented from working loose by inserting
a washer between the screw and the mount.
Although this system may appear some-
what crude, it must be remembered that

86
Wiring is a straightforward business and

Glazite or Junit wire can be relied upon to
give good results. The flexible reaction -coil
connections consist of short lengths of

A Rear View of the Economy One

Lewcos rubber -covered flex, one from the
phones negative terminal and the other from
the anode connection of the valve -holder.

JANUARY 21, 198

ing," in which case a closer coupling can
be made.

The running costs of the "Economy
One" are very low, a 2 volt 20 -amp.
accumulator and a 45-60 volt H.T. battery
supplying all the " juice " required. Suitable
alternative valves to the Cossor 210 H.F.
specified, which we know from experience
will give good results are the B.T.H. B2roH,
Cosmos SPz8/G, Ediswan H.F.2 z 0,
Marconi DEL2i o, Mullard PMr H.F.,
Osram .DEL2zo and Six Sixty SS2I0
H.F.

THREE -WIRE
HOUSE -MAINS

FOR reasons of economy many electric
companies distribute their supply on

what is known as the three -wire or neutral
line system. This allows them to generate
the lighting current at, say, 440 volts,
whilSt at the same time limiting the house
pressure to the comparatively safe level of

,220 volts. The higher voltage exists
between the two " outer " mains, and is
dropped in two equal stages of 220 volts

between the positive outer and the neutral,
and from the latter to the negative
outer.

vvvvvvvyvvyvyvvyvvvvrrYVVYYTTIPITYYVVVVYVVYT7VVYVYVVVYYTYVVYTTYYTTYVVYVVVVV7TV7VVYYVVVYVVVE

FREE : Full-size Blueprint
" Britain's Favourite Three

with next week's

Amateur Wireless,
upsirtiTel

3d.
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This is the set which was accorded first
place in the recent "A.W." Voting Competition.

Make sure of your copy by ordering NOW !
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for ordinary use the reaction coil will be
fixed at one particularly suitable coupling
position for local -station reception. With-
out actually oscillating it is possible to pick
up Daventry 5GB at good phone strength
and Daventry 5XX can be well heard with
a No. 150 plug-in tuning coil and No. 75
or No. zoo reaction coil.

The simple drilling and mounting opera-
tions are well within the capabilities of all
constructors especially with the aid of the
full size blueprint (price is.) which has been
specially prepared by the AMATEUR WIRE-
LESS draughtsmen.

Testing
Carefully check over the wiring before

connecting up any batteries. Then insert
an "H.F." type of valve such as the
Cossor 210 H.F., in the valve -holder and
appropriate coils in the coil mounts.
Connect up the H.T. and L.T. batteries and
phones to their respective terminals on the
strip, pull out the filament switch and
rotate the variable condenser dial until
good headphone signals are heard from the
local station. Keep the reaction -coil
almost at right angles to the tuning coil
unless the signal strength requires "boost -

The current supply is balanced so that
certain houses are fed from the neutral and
positive outer, whilst other houses take
current from the neutral and the negative
outer. In all cases the neutral line is
"earthed," so that the "live" wire is some-
times at 220 volts positive, -whilst in others
it is 22o volts negative, relatively to earth.
It is well to ascertain the exact conditions
before :fitting battery eliminators to re-
ceivers. In all cases a blocking condenser
should be inserted in the earth lead of the
aerial to prevent an accidental short-cir.
cuiting of the power mains. M. A. L.
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PRACTICAL
ODDS &ENDS

MI
Useful Resistance Unit

THE experimental resistance unit shown
in Fig. i is made up from eight sheet

brass clips with bolts and nuts, eight flush -
type valve sockets, four terminals, and a
suitable ebonite panel, which is mounted
on two wooden runners, the resistances
being connected in series by means of the
links, and the connections taken to the

O 0=0
Fig. 1-The Resistance Unit

sockets under the panel, as shown by the
clotted lines. The two outer terminals are
connected to the two outer sockets, and
the two inner terminals simply linked
together by means of a short length of
sheet brass. Resistances made from
blotting -paper and Indian ink will be
quite suitable though, of course, resist-
ances of the ordinary type may be used.
Such resistances should have a value of
about 6o,000 ohms.

The arrangement will be found useful
for many purposes. If we take a lead from
the extreme left-hand terminal (Fig. i)
and another from one of the central ter-
minals, and connect a short flexible lead
with a plug to the other central terminal,

X00000`--
PR/M 6, a -

Fig. 2-Connections of the Resistance Unit

we can easily tap off any value of resistance
in 6o,000 -ohm stages, from 6o,000 to
420,000 ohms (approximately), by inserting
the plug in appropriate sockets.

Another use for the unit is shown in
Fig. 2, where it is made to replace the usual
H.R. potentiometer used as a volume con-
trol in l transformer -coupled L.F. ampli-
fier. The two outer terminals (total resist-
ance of about 420,000 ohms) are perman-
ently connected across the secondary ter-
minals of the transformer, the O.S. being
joined to G.B. negative as usual, and the

grid of the L.F. valve is connected perman-
ently to one of the central terminals. A
flexible lead with plug is joined to the
other central terminal, the plug then being
adjusted until the desired degree of volume
is obtained. Thus, in effect, the resistances
in series form the potentiometer helix, and
the plug the movable arm. The unit can
be made up very cheaply and will be
found a valuable adjunct to any experi-
mental outfit. O. J. R.

Rheostat Mounting

PANEL-MOUNTIN
G filament rheostats,

may be easily arranged as baseboard -
mounting rheostats by providing a suitable
mounting device.

The most usual method is to mourri. the
rheostats on a strip of ebonite which is
supported by two spacing tubes and
screwed down to the baseboard. This
means grouping the rheostats; i.e., placing
them all together, and where space permits,
the method is usually satisfactory.

0
Rheostat Mounting

But in cases where it is desired to mount
the rheostats against their respective valve
holders it will be found best to cutput simple
angle clips and arrange them as shown in
the sketch. The clips should be made from
fairly stout sheet brass, copper, or zinc
strips, about i y4 in. wide, their length, of
course, depending upon the diameter of
the rheostats. They are first cut out and
drilled as shown on the left, and then bent
to right angles at the dotted line. They
should be screwed down to the baseboard
before fitting the rheostat knob.-R. M.

" BRITAIN'S
FAVOURITE THREE "

embodies

Britain's Favourite Circuit
Have you seen the

announcement on page 83?

An Excellent Earth Tube
AREALLY excellent and efficient earti

tube may be made in the following
manner : First procure a fairly long meta:
curtain rod. Hammer one end out to a
chisel shape. Fill the tube' thus prepare°
nearly to the top with carbon, or charcoal
Then insert a wood plug, as shown, in the
drawing. Place the bared end of the insu-
lated earth lead in the top end of the tube
and pour in solder, thus making a per-
manent and sure contact.

The solder will be prevented from running
down the tube by the wood plug already
inserted. When complete, drive the tube
well into the earth and water occasionally.
The carbon filling ensures a good earth at
all times, even should the metal casing

- Heavily Insulated Earth Lead.
End Hammered Out' to ChisL/ Shape

'1';NigidallgentaggagagW
Bored Wood Plug Long Metal
Earth Solder Curtain Rod
Wire in Dropped 117 Tube Filled with
5o/der Carbon

An Excellent Earth Tube

become carbonised or eaten away with
rust. By watering the tube occasionally
the earth will always be kept at its best.
As the tube used is usually split, the
moisture will reach the carbon inside.-B.

A Trying -out Link
IT is often found necessary in construc-

tional work to make a single temporary
connection from point to point in order
to test results obtained thereby, or to put
a certain theory into practice. It is not
always desirable to go to the trouble of
fixing such a connection, as one may need to
rapidly place the wire between othel,alter-
native points.

A useful and simple little device for this
purpose takes the form of a suitable length
of flex wire,to the end of which is secured

/Flex

(Spring Clips
A Trying -out Link

a spring clip, such as may be obtained for
this purpose. When it is necessary to try
out a certain connection, one only has to
clip on each end of this trying -out link or
lead to the appropriate points. If it is not
found satisfactory, it can be immediately
detached and tried out elsewhere.-A. C.
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FINISHING 1-1

HOME -MA

MANY amateur wireless constructors.

build their own sets, but few are able
to finish the cabinet so that it does not
look out of place in a drawing -room.
Numerous excellent cabinets are now on the
market, but apart from the fact that the
home-made cabinet is a great saving, it
gives the builder greater pleasure to con-
struct both the cabinet and its contents.
The difficulty of the amateur cabinet-
maker lies chiefly in polishing, but few
hints will greatly simplify this task.

"Filling "
Planed boards of varying thicknesses in

white wood, satin walnut, mahogany and
oak are now easily obtainable, but if they
are to be polished, it is important that no
end fibres should be exposed,. as these
assume a much darker colour than the
faces when the polish is applied.

The cabinet completed, the surface is
rubbed- down, first with medium and then
with fine glass-paper wrapped round a
block of planed wood to obtain a flat sur-
face contact. Before polishing is attempt-
ed, the grain should be "filled." Propriet-
ary makes of grain filler are obtainable
ready prepared, but it is a simple matter
to make one up for oneself.

One of the most efficacious "fillers" con-
sists of finely -crushed whiting mixed to a
paste with methylated spirits. Rose pink
colouring should be added to the mixture
when filling mahogany, and ochre when
oak iwthe wood chosen. The filling dried,
the wood is rubbed down again and treated
very lightly with linseed oil.

Detailed instructions on the application
of polishes cannot be given here, but it is
the composition of the polish and not the
-application which is the amateur cabinet-
maker's chief obstacle. A good general-
purpose polish can be obtained by dissolv-
ing a pound of orange. shellac, an ounce of
gum arabic and an ounce of gum copal in
half a gallon of methylated spirits. Two
ounces of gum sandarach or gum mastic
can be used instead of the copal and arable
Luais.

Stains
Ifwater stains are considered undesirable,

dyes may be added to the polish itself.

iv

CA INE
Easy Methods for the Amateur

Gamboge or yellow
ochre dissolved in white
polish gives a yellow for
oak, while brown is
produced b y adding
vandyke brown, and red
by bismarck brown. A
more subdued tone of
red can be obtained

with two ouricesof red sandersto a pint of
polish. Walnut is obtained by adding
about a quarter of an ounce of spirit
walnut to the polish. A .good dense
black can be prepared by using half
an ounce of spirit black and a trace of
washifig blue.

Plywood
Plywood requires slightly different treat-

ment from ordinary boards; but the method
is quite simple. It should be rubbed down
with fine sand- paper, and
when it is per- fectly smooth,
polished for some tirnewith
a handful of shavings, and

The polish is applied with a small linen pad

finally with a cloth. Linseed oil is then
applied andallowed to soak in thoroughly.
If the grain stands up after this, repeat
the rubbing down and oiling until a
good surface is obtained.

When this method is followed out,
plywood takes on a beautiful glossy
surface, which can be made permanent
by finishing it with the mixture of bees-
wax and turpentine gen-
erally used for floors and
furniture.

Still more ambitious
effects can be obtained
by fuming the wood with
ammonia and applying
bronze powder stirred
into varnish for gold
decorations. With the
black mentioned above
and a "gold" paint, the
amateur who knows
something of drawing can
produce really picturesqre

Oriental touches. Black and gold are the
most often used, but if another colour is
desired, it should be very subdued, or the
effect will be crude and tawdry.

An excellent lacquer finish for Oriental
cabinets is made by dissolving scrap
celluloid in amyl -acetate and adding a
small quantity of fine brass filings.

WIRED WIRELESS AGAIN ?
THE idea of a central receiving station

picking up a number of distant trans-
missions; and relaying any items required
by telephone subscribers, is not new. In
fact, there is an enterprising wireless expert
who, with the full permission of the G.P.O.,
regularly relays the local station which he
picks up on a powerful receiver to over
twenty subscribers.

But a much more ambitious scheme
which may become a practical reality in
the near future is foreshadowed in an
article which. recently appeared. in the
Daily Mail. - It is stated' that, -'  ith the
co-operation of the G.P.O., there i good
prospect of telephone subscribefs.jiaving
wireless "on tap" without the necegity for
individual wireless installations. Akhatch
of super -heterodyne receivers 'WoOd pick
up the best Continental transmissions on
separate frame aerials and amplify the
signals to the desired by the sub-

scribers, who wou simply ring up the
. .

exchange for, say, 6n hour's opera from
Germany or a 1 o-minu te talk from Vienna
and so on.

'In a conversation with an official of the
G.P.O. an AMATEUR WIRELESS represen-

tative learned that so far no such scheme
had been submitted to the G.P.O. and it
was, therefore, impossible to pass any
definite comment on the proposal. If at

any time details of such a
scheme were submitted
they would,: of course,
receive the consideration
of the G.P.O.

A fine piece of Cabinet work by an
"A.W." reader, housing both Gramo-

phone and Wireless Receiver
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THE MUL,L,ARDI
I RALEIGH P.M.

FREE To all who send
this coupon to

The Publishers, 63 Lin-
o coin's InnFields, London,
I W.C.2, will be forwarded
I free, complete instructions,

blue print, No. 4 RADIO
FOR THE MILLION, to

I build this master receiver.
1 NAMF

I ADDRESS...

EVERY
RADIO WISH FULFILLED

by the
MULLARD
RALEIGH P.M.
Receiver

. . distance - to the very edge . . volume - to
fill the house . . . purity - to give radio the breath
of life

" I must confess that the final test upon this receiber was a
rebelation in the capabilities of a fibe-balbe receiver. So utterly
simple to handle, it qoas extremely difficult to believe that a small
aerial in Hampstead could bring in a matter of forty odd stations
tvithout the slightest demand upon tuning skill: It was infinitely
easier to bring in those forty or more stations on this receiber than
any reader would believe. I cannot recall a set which in any
way approached it for bolume and absolute ease of control. it is
held that four 'halves constitute the ideal arrangement ; but,
since this test I am conbinced that every home constructor, after
having bad the opportunity to run ober the dials'.of a friend's
Raleigh P.M., will find his ideal in this great set . . . ."
"1 hate built countless sets, but now I have made a real set, biz. your wonderful
Raleigh P. I. receiTer ! I am less than half -a -mile from the Stoke transmitter,
but this no longer troubles me, and although I only completed the set last week I
have logged 2 1 stations and there are many more to be brought in, I know. So

selective is the set that I can get Stuttgart without a trace of Manchester although
there are only 4 metres deerence and nfanchester is 35 miles away."

Mullard
MASTER  leA..DIO

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers

A.W.4.
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IGRANIC TRIPLE
HONEYCOMB COILS.

The world's most famous coil.
The high efficiency obtainable
with special winding has made it
the most used coil. Sizes L 25 to
L r,5oo. Prices 2,9 to 16/-

IGRANIC " LOKVANE "
VARIABLE CONDENSER.
The best moderately priced con-
denser. Square Law. The method
of locking the vanes ensures
absolute accuracy.
.00015 mfd.
.0003
.0005

... Price 8/6- 9/610,6

The range of Igranic Radio Devices is the most
comprehensive range of high-grade radio com-
ponents in the world. These few examples are
typical of the excellence of design, materials and
workmanship which they represent. For full
particulars of the many other Igranic Radio
Devices, send for the complete illustrated cata-
logue, List No. D79. In it you will find a better
component for every position in your set.

Igranic components
are always stocked
by reputable dealers.
All reports received
by us of difficulty
in obtaining them
receive immediate

attention.

cOMPANr

149 QUEEN VICTORIA STREET
LONDON, E.C.4
WORKS : BEDFORD.

Branches: Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff
Glasgow, Leeds, Manchester,

-

Newcastle -on -Tyne.

IGRANIC LOW
LOSS, SQUARE
LAW VARIABLE
CONDENSER.
The condenser recom,
mended by the designers
of all the best sets. The
pioneer of low loss
condensers.
.000r5 mfd. Price I2/-
.0003 14/6
.0005 17/6
.00r 22/6

IGRANIC WIRE -WOUND
SHIELDED RESISTOR.

A highly efficient anode resistance with
the special feature that it is shielded to
prevent capacitative coupling.

Price 4/6
150,000 5/6
250,000 7/6

8o,000 ohms

IGRANIC INDIGRAPH
VERNIER DIAL.

Makes tuning a pleasure. Smooth
operation, very attractive appearance.
It may be illuminated from behind, as
the scale is translucent. No li,ve metal
parts exposed. Price 7/6

',1
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Transformers
It can be safely claimed that the STANDARD
Model Transformer has positively no equal at the

Recently designed, its amplification and
tone have benefited to the extent of b per cent.
Weight, 12 oz. Height, 31 in. Width, 2t1 in
Depth. 11 in.

The matchless ORCHESTRAL Model Trans-
(centre illustration) stands forernost amongst

other makes on the market. It reproduces
without the slightest suspicion of distortion. Each
instrument comprising the orchestra is most
derail), defined. Weight, 42 oz.
Height, 21 in. Width, 31 in.
Depth, 21 in. -.an p®
STANDARD . 10/6
ORCHESTRAL 22/6
MANCHESTER 12/6 T RANS

34.-,-.:5,,tL-..:-....;

t

L.F.

st,...
I >?.

---'1=;

0
FORM

.0

101

CHOKES

11

=

--1
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'

I

would be hard to find
The popular MANCHESTER Model
embodies all the features of the Standard "II' Aft 
type, but is larger and of heavier design. :4;(411 ,,ij
Its amplification is exceptionally good ''''
v,hilst clearness of speech and tone is
remarkable.
Weight, 14 oz. Height, 31 in. Width, 2i
in. Depth, 21 in. ,

The Orchestral Model
-Transformer is incorporated Zgt

in the Hartley
D.X. Three, des -P la" cribed in the
December 31 issue of this paper.

R The POWER EQUIPMENT Co. Ltd.E SKingsbury Works, The Hyde, HENDON, N.W,9and
Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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A Home-made Met -Vick Four
IPIIIIIIIMINIIIIIIIIMMOIMIIIMM17111111111111111111111111111.1111,__,

For working off the Electric Light Mains
The " Met -Vick " 4 -Valve A.N.P. Set, shown on this
page, can also be constructed for working direct from
the electric light mains. This involves the use of
-" Cosmos " A.C. Valves and Battery Eliminators, and
is fully described in the booklet 7117/4, obtainable
from your wireless dealer complete with drilling
template and wiring diagrams. The performance of
the set is astonishingly good, giving great selectivity
with a wide range, high quality of reproduction and
simplicity of operation.

The cost of the necessary 'parts is low. Ask your
dealer for the booklet or write to the makers.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.)

155 Charing Cross Road,
LONDON, W.C.2

Rookie! 711715
describes fully
the same set for
use with battery

valves.

RP
102

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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WATMEL TAPPED I
L.F. CHOKES

for the
=_- "ALL MAINS FOUR"

described on page 100
Two of the most essential components for the " All Mains
Four " described in this issue are the two Watmel L.F.

- Chokes specified.
Only these chokes can fulfil their difficult functions cor-

- rectly because they have been specially designed for that
purpose. Fit Watmel Tapped Chokes in this receiver and in
any filtered circuits, L.F. circuits and smoothing circuits in
H.T. eliminators. The winding of Watmel tapped Chokes
is connected to three terminals giving three wiring com-
binations. Price 15/6.

Other Watmel Products:
WATMEL AUTO,CHOKE-Over a mile of wire wound
in a special manner. Transformer volume with choke
purity. Totally enclosed windings. Fixed Condenser and
resistances fitted. 18/6.
WATMEL H.F. CHOKE-D.S.C. wire wound in four
accurately balanced sections. Constant impedance ; very
low capacity, small external field. 7/6.
WATMEL FIXED CONDENSERS-best ruby mica

 and finest bakelite. Accurate to within 2/- and 2/6.

From all good radio dealers or direct :

THE WATMEL WIRELESS Co., Ltd.
Imperial Works, High St., Edgware, Middlesex

Lanes, Yorks, and Cheshire Representative:

 MR. J. B. LEVER, 23 Hartley Street, Levenshulme, Manchester

77=
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You will Help Yourself and Help Us by

/SgfiihiSCONSt

MAKE YOUR OWN
CONE SPEAKER
TWO WONDERFUL
UNITS AT ONLY

YOU'LL BE
The New Wonder "Nightingaia"

CONE UNIT

AS
FITTED

1C CUR C/.BINET CONE

From a 3 ply beard, int.
square cut nit a 121" cir-
cle then cut a strip of wood

Sze

16 x 3i" and make a hole
511 centr this

will carry the unit. Fix
strip to board as bows.

151-
SURPRISED !

BULLPHONE
DOUBLE
PAPER
CONE

Postage
3d. extra

Exactly es fitted to
cur awn Speaker.;.

With
itch

dia-
phragm.

AS
FITTED

TO
OUR

£6 POST
HORN.

Reduced from 32/6 to 15/ -
solely as an advertisement for
its temous Itullphone Night-
ingale Speakers, Cobalt mag-
net prinanteed tor all time.

ASTONISHING RE-
SULTS, equal to the
most expensive Loud
Speakers yet made.
are guaranteed with
either of these Units

DEPOSIT

BYY ON

SY TER
10:- SECURES THIS SPEAKER 5,- EECIIRES THIS SPEAKER

SEND DEPOSIT NOW.
21 ins. high.
with 14 -inch
Belt Mahog
any finished,
with plaled
arm and
stand.

CABINET CONE
Size 17 ins, high by 15 ins. !n3fahog-
any, Walnut or ltosewood finish.

li CASH, OR EASY TERMS.
I
7/6

101- deposit.
cud 12 monthly poyments of C/-.

57/6
DE LUXE

CASH, OR 5/- DEPOSIT
and 12 monthly

cf 5/-.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

Obtainable from your Local Dealer or direct from :-

Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Kifave-60"ede 40%.....0%-0.-wg.60
English as She is Spoke . . .

ILLY-NILLY, the B.B.C.-through
its announcers and, to a less degree,

through its topical talkers-is exercising
a very big influence over the pronunciation
of English in the country at large. Like so
many more new inventions, wireless is
having a vast effect upon the spoken
language. Up to about a hundred years
ago there was no such thing as standard
English, but, as the result of scientific
progress, counties and towns are no longer
water -tight compartments so far as lang-
uage is concerned. Since wireless has such
tremendous effect upon standard English,
it is advisable that the announcers should
use accepted pronunciations. Hence the
B.B.C.'s Advisory Committee on the sub-
ject. Unfortunately, not by any means all
of the recommendations of this committee
met with general approval, and in my
humble view- the Corporation would do
better to provide at each broadcasting
centre a copy of the Oxford English Dic-
tionary, whose last section has just been
completed after thirty-six years of work.
The dictionary, which contains 400,000
words, indicates the accepted pronuncia-
tions in the clearest possible manner. It is
Obviously of no use to have two -standard
pronunciations-one in the dictionary and
one in the broadcasting sty.dio.

. . . and Wrote
If we are getting nearer to standard

pronunciation of English we are probably
drawing further away from the standard
written language. The Americans in par-,
ticular do some wonderful things with
words. One of the best that I have ever
seen occurred the other day in a Yank lay
paper. "New Circuit Obsoletes Your
Radio" screamed a heading in the largest
type. "Obsoletes" is a beautiful word, is
it not ?

Real Slaughter
But I think that pride of place in .the

matter of slaying. English must be given to
the ingenious Continental manufacturer of
wireless parts who desires to find a market
for his goods in this country, and sends out
with them a little leaflet giving instructions
for their use in what he fondly imagines is
the language of John Bull. One of these
leaflets accompanied a foreign battery that
came my way the other day. "The most
of radio hearers," it began, "use to possess
an apparel for to receive good the broad-
casting from a close station." It went on
(very sensibly) to recommend the use of
a " volts meter of elevated resistance for
the testation of high stretching batteries."
Really, I think I almost prefer "high
stretching" to high tension; there is some-
thing rather noble in the expression.

" Thermion " Buys it Too
" I wonder what happened to 2L0 the

Other night," said I to a friend. "Appar-
ently something very much was wrong
with his transmitter, for his signal strength
was all over the place-now up, now down."

"The friend had not used his set on the
-occasion referred to, but we quite agreed
that it was disgraceful that the B.B.C.
should allow its stations to go on in this
way. In fact, we got quite heated about it.
That evening 2L0 was still wobbling like
anything. Then I bethought me that there
was an alternative programme which might
just as well be used in such circumstances.
I turned over to 5GB, who was also wob-
bling; so were Bournemouth and Belfast
and Newcastle and Cardiff and Glasgow
and Manchester. The whole B.B.C. outfit
,was wobbling. The business seemed more
disgraceful than ever. If the home stations
could supply nothing worth listening to,
I would go abroad for my wireless fare.
Langenberg -was wobbling, Frankfurt was
wobbling, Radio -Paris was wobbling, Stutt-
gart was wobbling. The whole of Europe
was wobbling. I was perfectly sure that
this was the case, for, like -e'sar's wife,
my set was, of course, above suspicion.

Ether Wobble?
I was just meditating an article on

"Ether Wobble", to prove the original
jelly theory, when in came a friend. " Just
listen to - this !" I cried, switching on
Toulouse. "What on earth's happened to
your set ? " asked the friend. " The set's
all right," I said, "it's the whole ether
that's upset." He assured me that it was
not upset round at his bottle, for he had
been having excellent reception until the
moment of leaving to come to see me. We
tested the batteries, the valves, the coils,
and the condensers. We fiddled about
with the leads inside the cabinet to see if
any of them were loose. We spent quite a
lOng time, in fact, trying to find out what
was the matter.

Simple !
We turned on London again, and whilst -

he was still wobbling away like anything
I happened to touch the earth lead. There
was an instant response, in the shape of a
positive roar, followed by a whisper, and
then a roar again. Yes, that is what it was.
The ether was not wobbling; the article
on the jelly theory will never be written;
but I will in future take steps to see that
my earth -wire terminal is properly screwed
up before the evening's work begins.

Good News
:I mentioned recently the experiences of

a firm of batters- manufacturers who _had
experimented with the marketing of high-
tension batteries of larger capacity than

the standard type. It was actually some
little time ago, when the public showed its
lack of approval by refusing to buy those
bigger fellows. To -day there are signs that
some, at any rate, of the great wireless
public are waking up to the fact that the
bigger battery is a sound investment.
Several firms have told me, within the last
week or two, that there is a distinctly
bigger demand for the medium and large
capacity battery. This is the best news
that I have heard for some time, for it
means that wireless is at last going to have
a proper chance.

Tired Batteries
It is jolly hard lines on the B.B.C. that

their excellent transmissions should be dis-
torted towards the end of the evening
simply because the H.T. batteries used in
receiving sets are not up to their work. It
does not give the designers of multi -valve
sets a real chance, for quality, signal
strength, and probably stability are likely
to suffer if a big fall in voltage takes place
during a three or four hours' run. Nor
again is it really fair to the maker of good
batteries if you use small sizes to do the
work of big 'uns. He tells you quite
frankly that they won't deal with more
than a certain load economically, and if
you go and give them two or three times
that load, and they run out rather quickly
you probably' say to yourself and your
friends that the So -and -So battery is
rotten, just because it will not accomplish
the impossible. There is just about as
much sense in working a five -valuer from
a standard -capacity battery as in trying
to wear a collar about two inches too small
for you.

An Interesting Valve
Though screened -grid valves were made

experimentally in America some time ago,
manufacturers over there have been rather
slow about putting them on the market.
I hear that a screened -grid valve is now
obtainable in the States, and this is one of
a rather interesting type, since it can be
used in two quite different ways.  You can
hook it up first of all in the normal way,
using the outer grid for screening purposes
and the inner as control grid. But you can
also use it like the earlier four -electrode
valves for low -frequency amplification. In
this case the outer grid becomes the control
grid, whilst the inner, kept at a moderate
positive potential, is used to reduce the
space charge effects round the filament.

Worthy of Experiment
Enormous amplification at high -fre-

quency with _perfect stability is obtained
when the vanre is used as a screened -grid
affair, whilst very high amplification,
again, results on the low -frequency side

1
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0 S.0 On Your Wavelength ! (continued)     
when the grids are changed over in the
way described. It. is quite possible, of
course, that some of our own screened 
grid valves can be used in the same way.
I have not yet had time to experiment With
them, though I hope to do so before very
long. Anyhow, there are distinctly inter-
esting possibilities for the valve that will
function in two quite different ways and
that will give big amplification on both
sides of the set. It must be added that
when the outer grid is used for control,

purposes these valves make highly efficient
rectifiers.

11-15 p.m.
I have been using a set at home recently

which is capable of tuning to the short
wavelengths only; when I come home at
night at about II o'clock, I dash over to
the window -sill and switch on London for
the dance music. If I am unlucky, London
has closed down;.nothing undaunted, I
tune in 5GB and hear the welcome sound
of dance music. No sooner, however, have
I settled down in front of the fire than
Big Ben strikes the quarter hour and
silence follows. It does seem rather unfor-
tunate that 5GB does not follow its elder
brother and continue until 12 o'clock.
The only remedy is to adapt the set for
receiving high wavelengths; alternatively
we must rely on some foreign station to
provide the necessary entertainment (and
unnecessary interference).

Plays : A Suggestion
The broadcasting of good plays is very

popular with those leisured people who
can listen to the whole or a large part of
the evening's programme. When, how-
ever, one butts into the middle of a play,
however thrilling or interesting (unless
one happens to know the piece actually
being broadcast) it is a matter of great
difficulty to pick up the thread of the story.

It might be a good idea, when long plays
are being broadcast, to have one or more
intervals during which time a synopsis of
the portion already performed could be
given, so that the new listener would have
an opportunity of understanding and
taking an interest in the remaining per-
formance. After all, we have our intervals
in a play on the stage, which are con-
sidered more or less necessary by large
numbers of the audience as well as the
performers. Naturally, a lengthy and com-
plete account of the performance would
not be welcome, but a brief survey should
not spoil the performance for other people.

'Ware Old Components
Most of us have a certain number of

components which we acquired a good
many years ago, and with which we cannot
bear to part, since, to all appearances,
there is nothing very muchwrong with
them. The trouble is that, when making
up new circuits which demand highly

efficient components, there is always a
temptation to press some of the old friends
into service. Sometimes this works out all
right; but in many cases, especially upon
the high -frequency side, it leads to very
poor results. A case in point is the kind of
variable condenser that was almost a
standard article three or four years ago.
You know the sort that I mean. It had
metal end plates, electrically connected to
the fixed vanes, and the moving vanes
were carried by a spindle, insulated only
by bushes of ebonite mounted in the end -
pieces. The losses in such a condenser are,
in any case, high, and if the bushes have
deteriorated with the passage of time, the
insulation may be very poor indeed. The
use of such a condenser in a modern high -
frequency circuit will probably lead to a
great loss in efficiency, and there may be
queer and quite unwanted results as well.

Full Constructional Particulars
and a

Free Full-size Blueprint
of

`BRITAIN'S FAVOURITE THREE"
will be given with

NEXT WEEK'S "A.W."

Keep old components for circuits where
efficiency does not greatly matter, but do
not attempt to use them in those where
losses must be kept low.

Those Mystery Stations
There is a station which has been a

mystery to me for two months. It comes
through on a wavelength of 297 metres.
Now, this happens to be the wavelength
for Liverpool (6LV), Radio Agen (France),
and Hanover (Germany). More often than
not, Innsbruck (Austria), with the cata-
logued wavelength of 294.1 metres, man-
ages to get into the way of the above three.
So there are four stations on the same
wavelength. However, a fifth station has
got stuck on this spot of late. The lan-
guage spoken is Italian. There seems to be
nothing but talks, and they are ceaseless
from 9 p.m. until midnight. The nearest
Italian station is Milan, with a wavelength
of 317 metres, and it is notlikely that that
station gets down to 29T metres. That the
station is Italian is fairly evident, because
the propaganda is not Bolshevik, but
Fascist.

. . . and Another
There is again a mystery station in the

neighbourhood of Kharkov (Russia) on
1,70o metres. This is a Russian station, if
the preponderance of the language spoken
is any criterion, although it should be
noted that on occasions French and German
are used, both without signs of the foreigner

in accent. It appeared that this station
was Kharkov at first; but when that
station was broadcasting music one even-
ing a faint conversation came through. A
slight adjustment brought the music and
the speaking through about equally.

' San Sebastian
Can you still recall the enthusiasm with

which the broadcasts from San Sebastian
were greeted in their early days? It is an
old friend of ours, whose transmissions at
that period I captured almost nightly very
successfully; yet during the past few
months but little has been heard of it.
Like many competitors in the Iberic
Peninsula, it has passed through bad times,
as it has lacked the financial support of
former admirers. Now, fortunately, since
it has joined the Madrid group, it has
acquired a fresh and more vigorous lease
of life; it is, in fact, one link of the groWing
chain of broadcasters which includes
Barcelona (EAD), Bilbao (EA J9), Seville
(EAJ5), and Salamanca (EAJ22).

Worth Listening For
On its present wavelength of 335 metres

-a position in the middle waveband which,
is not yet too congested-its transmissions
come through to the British Isles at the
same good strength as of yore. It is late
evening, however, when it goes on the air
for the first item, a peal of bells from its
local town hall; they cannot, be heard
before To p.m., but it is seldom that the
programme comes to an end before
12.3o a.m. On three evenings weekly it
provides its own local concerts, but for its
best entertainments it looks to EA J7
(Madrid), which thrice weekly feeds the
other units of its system.

Spare Teams Wanted
If you don't listen to 2XAD's comment..

aries of American games on Saturday even-
ings you are missing something. I regard
them as amongst the brightest spots of the
wireless week. Baseball must be, as our
friends would say, " some game." Though I
have not the faintest idea of its rules, I am
always thrilled to the marrow in my bones
by the descriptions. About every minute
the commentator announces that So-and-
so is out of the game and somebody else
takes his place. `The teams go on to the
field padded from head to foot, but this
does not prevent casualties from occurring
with considerable frequency. In a recent
Yale and Harvard match, so far as I could
make out, almost every original member
of the teams was knocked out and replaced
by a substitute. Can anybody tell me
where I can get a book of rules of American
baseball ? When the announcer talks
about Yale's seventeen or twenty-six or
thirty-four yard line is he referring to a
plan such as those used by the B.B.C. ?

THERMION.
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This is the second of a short series of articles by our Technical Editor, discussing the subject
of valves in different positions in the receiver, and how the relative merits of different types

may be gauged for various purposes

ALL ABOUT MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE

1N
the first article of this series we dis-

cussed the g4-1-...ral properties of the
ordinary three -electrode valve and showed
how voltages applied across the grid and
filament of the valve would produce varia-
tions in the anode current. By drawing a
graph of the variation of anode current
with grid voltage, we were able to deduce
three primary factors relating to the actual
performance of the valve. These,were the
mutual conductance, the A.C. anode resis-
tance, and the amplification factor.

Before discussing the matter any further,
it will be as well to consider now a practical
case and show how these various factors
affect the results. Let us consider the
simplest possible case-that of a valve
having a resistance in the anode circuit.
The result obtained from this consideration
will be similar in form to those applying in
all other cases, and they will therefore serve
to illustrate what is happening.

A Practical Circuit
The circuit is shown by the diagram. We

apply a voltage Vg across the grid and
filament of the valve. This causes varia-
tions in the anode current in conformity
with the grid -voltage variations. From a
characteristic curve, such as that shown in
the first article, we can obtain the variations
of anode current produced by any 'given
variation in the grid voltage. This is only
correct, however, for a valve under the
conditions for which the characteristic was
taken, namely, with no external imped-
ance in the anode circuit. The only
impedance was that of the milliammeter,
which was negligible. Actually in practice
we have some impedance present in order
to make use of the variations in the anode
current, and this has led to the develop-
ment of what is called a " dynamic "
characteristic.

There are, however, an infinite number
of such dynamic characteristics, one for
each combination of valve and external
impedance and for the present we need say
no more about them, other than realising
that the presence of an external impedance
does alter the characteristic considerably.
The extent of the variation is quite easily

worked out 'mathematically, but we can
gauge the principal effects of the altered
conditions without resorting to mathe-
matics.

Effect of Anode Circuit
In the simple case with no external

impedance, the whole of the varying volt-
age in the anode circuit is developed across
the anode and filament. We know that in
such case, the voltage in the anode circuit
Va is p, times as great as the voltage
applied across the grid and filament of the

//Y/"1/7;)
vide'

vided we substitute the impedance of the
circuit for the simple resistance R.

This expression shows us two things. In
the first place, if we keep the amplification
factor p, constant, then the greater we
make the external resistance (or imped-
ance), relative to the internal resistance of
the valve, the greater will be the resulting
amplification, up to a limit equal to the
amplification factor of the valve itself.
This limit is reached if we make the exter-
nal impedance infinitely large. There are
obvious limitations to this increase, but
nevertheless, the fact remains that in order
to obtain efficient working from the valve,
the external impedance must be large corn-,
pared to that of the valve.

OUT,POT. -An/
t How Mutual Conductance is

R#2 Important

Diagram Explaining how the Output
Voltage of a Valve is Calculated

valve, for a given value of anode current.
This follows from the definition of ampli-
fication factor. In the practical case, on the
other hand, the full voltage in the anode
circuit is developed across the resistance of
the valve in series with the external circuit.
We cannot make use of the whole of this
voltage, however, but only that which is
developed across the external portion. Thus
in the simple resistance -coupled circuit
shown the proportion of the- total voltage
which 'we obtain externally is

R

R+r
this being the proportion of the external
resistance to the total resistance. There-
fore, by a simple modification of the previ-
ous expression, we are able to state that

R
Anode voltage Va

R+r
This is a simple way of arriving at an

expression which can be verified mathe-
matically and, moreover, the expression
applies even if we have inductances or
tuned circuits in the anode circuit, pro -

The second point is that for a given
value of the anode resistance, the larger we
can make the amplification factor of the
valve, the better will be the results
obtained. We have already seen, however,
that the amplification factor is really
deduced from the two primary factors of
the valve, namely, the anode A.C. resis-
tance and the mutual conductance. The
three expressions are connected by the
relation,

Mutual conductance, M
- r

Consequently for a given value of A.C.
anode resistance awe. must increase M if
we wish to increase it.r.

It is clearly impossible, therefore, to
judge a valve entirely by its amplification
factor, for a valve may have an amplifica-
tion factor of 5o and yet be a worse valve
in a particular circuit than one having an
amplification factor of 25 only. This is
rather an extreme case, but it is interesting
to see how easily such a state of affairs
could come about. Let us assume that the
valve having an amplification factor of 25
has an A.C. anode resistance of 40,000
ohms, and that the external resistance in
the anode circuit was ioo,000 ohms. Then
from the expression already deduced, the

(Continued on page 112)
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1,...iererEfts TO TH Er EDITOR

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the views expressed by correspondents.

5GB at 3,000 Miles
SIR,-With reference to an article by

Captain Eckersley (December io), he
stated that he heard 5GB (Daventry
Junior) 1,500 miles out at sea. Not bad;
but we can beat it easily.

We have received 5GB at Heliopolis,
Egypt, on a three -valve set (detector and
two L.F.), using vario tuning and parallel
condensers in aerial circuit, power valve in
last stage (Triotron, 4 -volt), the aerial on
roof (wire netting), and earth an aero stay.
At times it is possible to work a crude
loud -speaker, comprised of a Brown phone
and a cone made of ordinary paper.

A. J. D. (Heliopolis, Egypt).

Drilling the Panel
SIR,-Re "Thermion's" trouble with

Mounting components by using paper
templates for marking oat, the following
method may be of use or interest to him.

Gum or clip the template to the panel,
prick through the centres of the holes with
a scriber, remove template. With a pair of
small dividers make circles round the
marks of the scriber a shade larger than
the hole it is required to drill. With a
small drill mounted in a handle the centres
can be started ready for drilling (this is
better than centre -punching). When the
drilling is being done, the circles scribed
round the centres form a good check on
accuracy of position.

The above sounds a rather long method
of setting out, but; assuming the template
is accurate, will give absolute accuracy in
drilling.-G. B. S. (West Ealing).

Reception in South Africa
SIR, -011 December 12, from 9.2 to

11.15 p.m., I heard London (? 5SW-ED.)
on 20.5 metres; reception was remarkably
cl r and pure, and at times fair loud -
s eaker strength. On December 19,
from 9.45 to 11.28 p.m., London
was again heard, but, owing to a
strong south-easterly wind, the
aerial swayed a bit, and receptiori
was spoilt. On December 21, while
searching round about 20 metres
at 9.15 p.m., I picked up London,
which was very clear and pure.

My receiver is' a Reinartz o.V.2,
desciibed some time ago in

1110111111111111111111111111

AMATEUR WIRELESS by "5YM." Aerial
sloping to top of mast, about 25 feet long
from set, and three wire counterpoise in
room under set. The times given are
South African standard time.

D. E. C. C. (Cape Town).

" Simpler Wireless " Remote Control
SIR,-I am enclosing a diagram of the

circuit I am using for remote control
of the " Simpler Wireless " Special Three.

DC
MAINS

PL ATE OF
TO SET LAST VALVE

L

SINGLE -FILAMENT
JACH

Remote Control for
"Simpler Wireless "

It will be seen that several plugs and jacks
may be used in parallel, the set not being
turned off until the last plug has been
removed. Trusting this will prove interest-
ing to builders of " Simpler Wireless " sets.

D. R. (Southend).

Resistance Amplification
SIR,-As many constructors may pos-

sibly accept the circuit under the
heading "Resistance Amplification" in
No. 286 as the basis of a practical set, I
should like to offer some suggestions of
improvement. I made up a set on similar
lines, using both single- and double -circuit
crystal receivers coupled to the first
amplifier by a fixed condenser and earthed
with L.T.-, exactly as the circuit shown
in No. 286. To obtain purity of reproduc-
tion, constancy in operation, and absolute
certainty when adjusting the crystal
rectifier-whether galena or semi-perman-

An Example of
Amateur construction,

"The Victory Three" made by an "A.W." reader

--e. orin.I. 4
4110G11.9.14M119.CMGANYGADCI'ia*

Correspondence should be brief and to the. 1

point and written on one s'cle of the paper.

ent-the .r-microfarad condenser, coupling
crystal to valve grid, should be replaced
by one of .00i microfarad or smaller, other-
wise an arc will be formed every time the'
crystal is adjusted; in fact, a correct setting
can scarcely be found with anything larger
than .00i ; adjustments are merely a series
of crashes. The .25-megohm grid -leak may
be dispensed with, for two reasons : (I) grid
damping is already obtained via the
crystal, even on the wrong side of the con-
denser; (2) the average crystal signal is too
weak to require grid bias for stabilisation.
The crys6.1 sets tested could be heard
easily on loud -speaker at three feet. Suffi-
cient grid bias is already available across
the filament from rheostat to resistor.
I have not tried the principle of the 50,000 -
ohms resistance, but evidently its inclusion
in that position would nullify the effect of
reducing the coupling condenser, men-
tioned earlier, by allowing current to reach
the crystal. The circuit may be reproduced
as a practical receiver with these modifica-
tions.-W. B. (Stoke).

A Curious Aerial Fault
SIR,-It may be of interest to some

readers to learn of an aerial fault
that gave me infinite 'trouble before it was
solved. I found my set varied 4o degrees
on the tuning condenser, from 20 to 6o.
Sometimes it would be quite normal, and
perhaps the next time all wrong again;
the trouble continued for about six months.
The effect was as if the aerial were shor-
tened. I have an extra aerial-a short
one-for use on the short waves, and,
happening to put this on at a time when
the other was abnormal, I found I tuned in
Daventry very nearly at the same degree
on the condenser.

This led me to examine the long aerial,
and I found that the down lead was
turned over on the horizontal lead at a.
distance of 3 inches from the end of the
horizontal section. The result was that
only the down lead acted; but why it
should be so I cannot tell. Since remedying
this I have had no more trouble. The kink
was sometimes absent, and then, of course,
the aerial was normal; but after certain
winds the wire kinked, and hence . the
puzzling variations that gave me no end
of trouble.-W. T. F. (Redruth),
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BROADCASTERS IN PICTURE
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DE GROOT.-One of the earliest of orchestra
b-oadcasters, he has not been heard for over a
year. He was last heard in a relay from the
Palace Theatre during the showing of the film,
" A Window in Piccadilly," in which he played

a part.
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,':7 BILLY MA Y ERL.-One of the original mem-
'ft bers of the first Savoy Orchestra, Mr. Mayer! is

I one of the best evponents Of jazz on the piano. He
is a Trinity College medallist.
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MARJORIE PARRY-This promising young
soprano, a member of the B.N.O.C., hails from
Bristol. Well known in oratorio work, she is also
one of the best exponents of the English folk song.
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WILLIAM MICHAEL.-Another member o ;41
.the B.N.O.C., his chief roles have been in" Avia,i,  /,,4 ,,

" Romeo and Juliet," and as Marcel in " La ir,
Boheme." He commenced broadcasting with

Miss Doris Lemon as far back as i923.
,

PV24

DORIS LEMON-One of the stars of the I;e4
0 **4B.N.O.C., Miss Lemon has played in nearly / 0 aievery opera in their repertoire. She is always

heard to best advantage in " Caralleria Rus- 'f' 0ticana." In private life she is Mrs. William
AlichaeL
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HERBERT LANGLEY.-One of the best bass- II

4 baritones in the B.N.O.C., Mr. Langley's r
,"
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favourite roles are in " Othello" and Wagner's i',..,/

0
" Parnfal." He was specially chosen for the first ':

performance of " Hugh the Drover " at Leeds. t'N
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spe.-iality is light operatic work and coloratura
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DORIS VANE.-One of the earliest of broad-
cast artistes, Miss Vane was also one of the

%original " Follies" of Pelisier's company. Her

singing.
)

EDITH ROBINSON-Leader of her own
quartet at Manchester, Miss Robinson is also well BEATRICE HARRISON.-This world-famous
known as solo violinist at the city's leading con- 'cellist early le it her support to broadcasting.
certs. She joins forces with three other well-known It will be remembered, too, that it was she who
players, including Kathleen Moorhouse, the I suggested and played for the nightingale broadcasts.

'cellist.
s .
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REY NER, B.Sc.(flons.), A.A1.I.E.E.

Hark Valve -holder and Variable
Resis tence

WITH the introduction of fixed resistors,
it has become the practice to utilise

one such component to every valve, so
that the filament circuit can be effectively
controlled. The logical development of
this arrangement is the inclusion of the
resistance with the valve -holder and this
has been carried into effect in a particularly
neat manner by the Harlie Wireless Com-
pany Ltd., of Balham Road, Lower
Edmonton, N.9.
' The combined valve -holder and filament
rheostat marketed by this firm carries an
antiphonic valve -holder on the top of the
moulding, while a filament rheostat of the
usual rotary type is carried underheath
the valve holder. Adjustment of the
rheostat is obtained by means of, a knob
driving a vertical spindle which operates
the. contact arm on the rheostat through
two gear wheels. The contact may be
rotated by hand or by the aid of a screw-
driver, for which purpose a slot is cut in
the knob.

The whole of the rheostat and operating
mechanism is enclosed within the moulding,
the only criticism we have to make being
the absence of any visible means whereby
the position of the contact arm may be
detected. On test the rheostat was found
to have a maximum resistance of z8 ohms,

1 the component is thus suitable for

Harlie Combined Valve -holder and Resistance
every modern valve. The unit is well -
made and we can recommend it to
readers.

Brownie Popular Transformer
IT used to be considered that a good trans-

former was necessarily an expensive
instrument and that with the so-called
cheap type bad- quality reproduction was
inevitable. This fallacy has repeatedly
been disproved since there are numbers of -
inexpensive transformers which will give
quite satisfactory results if employed under
proper conditions It is the search for per-
fection which costs the money and where

a compromise will serve, cheaper products
may be used.

The Brownie L.F. transformer being
marketed by the Brownie Wireless Co.
(G.B.) Ltd., Nelson Street Works, Morning-
ton Crescent, N.W.r, although inexpensive
demonstrated its ability to give good results
in normal low -frequency amplifiers when

Brownie " Popular " Transformer

tested at our laboratories. The windings
and iron core are completely enclosed in a
moulded case which renders the component
damp-proof. All terminals with the necess-
ary lettering stamped beside them, are
mounted on the top. A step-up ratio of
3.6 to r is obtained.

As a matter of interest; the transformer
was compared with an expensive type
having approximately the same step-up
ratio : contrary to expectation, the volume
appeared unaltered, while the tone was
quite good, although the absence of the low
audible frequencies could be detected.
We can recommend this component where
a good instrument is required at a low
price.

ifswan Val e3
SINCE the popularity of two -volt valves

shows no signs of declining, valve
manufacturers are specialising in this type
and when one takes into consideration
the loW filament wattage, remarkably good
results are certainly being obtained. \\ e
have received for test from the Edison
Swan Electric Co. Ltd., of 123-5 Queen
Victoria Street, E.C.2, three Ediswan two -
volt valves. One of this series, the R.C.2 is
designed specifically for use in resistance
capacity -coupled stages. It has a high A.C.
resistance between roo,000 and 150,000
ohms. and a fairly high amplification factor.
The second of the series is an H.F. valve
with an A.C. resistance of 33,000 ohms and
an amplification factor of 20. Used in
standard H.F. circuits, the valve should
give good amplification and selectivity.

The last of the series, the PV2 is a power
valve. The characteristics obtained in our

laboratories show this valve is a good example
of its type and should give excellent
results in the final stage of an amplifier.
The mutual conductance or figure of merit
is particularly high, while the valve operates
on a current of only .15 ampere. From
the figures obtained in our laboratories
and given below, it is evident that
these valves are both economical and
efficient.

Fil. Fil. H.T. Am?.
Type Volts Current Volts Impedance Factor
RC2 2 0.r 90 104,000 25
RC2 2 o.r 7o 150,000 33

H.F.210 2 0.1 90 33,000 19.8
PV 2 2 0.15 90 6,800 6.8

R.I. and Varley Multi -balancer
THE new R.I, & Varley super -trans-

former is now well known to readers.
It will be remembered that this instrument
carries three windings and, by suitable
combinations of these, numerous arrange-
ments of transformer and choke couplings
can be obtained. In certain instances it is
'desirable to connect a condenser or leak
across one or more of the windings, while
in cases where choke coupling is employed
a coupling condenser and suitable leak are
required.

The R.I. & Varley multi -balancer is a
compact assembly of the necessary con-
densers and leaks which will be found
necessary in ordinary practice. The instru-

R.I. and Varley Multi -balancer

ment contains two fixed condensers and
two leaks of different values, and also two
three-way switches. These latter switches
are for use if it is desired to arrange a
rapid change of connections on the trans-
former.

Full details of the use of this component
are given in the pamphlet accompanying
the transformer, and as the price of the
complete instrument is less than the sum
of the individual components by a good
margin, this device should find a ready
sale among readers. R.I. & Varley, Ltd.,
of 103 Kingsway, W.C.2, are the makers.
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley

DID you hear the final talk on " Play -
writing " by St. John Ervine? He

was endeavouring to make the simple
point, viz., that inconsistency in plays is
sometimes permissible, and he went on to
instance Hamlet. But instead of leaving
this point as soon as he had made it, he
went on developing the theme until it
grew finally into a study of Shakespeare's
plays-a favourite topic for the gifted
critic. Quotation after quotation, argu-
ment after argument, in order to develop
what was, after all, a small point in his
theme. At that rate I thought he would
require a couple of years in order to com-
plete his lessons in playwriting.

Bravo, Wireless Clerk of the Weather !
The forecasts recently have been correct
to an almost uncanny degree. It used to be
the fashion to gibe at the Weather Clerk.
Through the intervention of wireless his
good name has been restored to him.

Sir R. Witt, who spoke on "How to
Enjoy Museums," a comparison with
American methods, made a dull subject
sound interesting-which is no mean
achievement, as some . of us know to our
cost. Another talk on "Our Roads in
Dick Turpin's Day," given by Mr. H. L.
Beals, showed how talks should be given,
although I do not suppose the subject
itself was of wide interest. Mr. Beals is a
lecturer at the London School of Economics,
which, no doubt, accounts for his excellent
elocution.

Another talk, of an entirely different
character, was that of Mr. G. Tomkins, on
" The Art of Water Divining." I seem to
remember a talk by this interesting charac-
ter before. Mr. Tomkins calls a spade a
spade, and is a refreshing change from the
usual run of highly cultured speakers.

Apropos my demand for clean trans-
missions, a reader states that he was
shocked while listening to a certain pair of
comedians to hear them commit more than
one double entendre. I wonder if any other
reader heard this; for, as it happened, I
imagined that I, too, heard these " daring "
attempts to be original, but did not make
any comment in these columns in case
I had misunderstood what was said.

I was speaking to one of the directors of
a gramophone company the other day and,

referring to my recent suggestion that the
gramophone companies should pay royal
tiesto the B.B.C., he made an interesting
revelation. "As soon as a record is broad-
cast," he told me, "there is an immediate
rush to buy the record."

He instanced "In a Monastery Garden,"
which he said was "dead" two years ago.

The other day I was surprised to find
a sudden rush for this record, and when
I inquired why was met with the rejoinder :
"Why, didn't you know it was broadcast
the day before yesterday ? "

e e

I recently championed the Children's
Hour from the rather frank criticism of the
Director -General. But I felt inclined to
take back all I said while listening to a
Birmingham hour recently. It was a series
of private chaffing with studied rudeness on
the part of those in charge. The manners
of those who took part were atrocious, and
as an example to children of how not to
behave it could not have been more cal-
culated.

.

Unfortunately, listeners who object to
such a display invariably switch off and
take care not to be irritated again by
giving these items a miss. Well, that is the
easiest way out; but, unfortunately, it
does not help to improve matters. I think

tsometimes it is our duty to listen to such
fluff in order to ind'cate to the authorities
what we think
about them.

Mabel Constan-
duros' latest
broadcast party
was good, but.

somewhat noisy.
She had too many
"cooks" to help
her spoil the fes-
tive broth this
time.

What is happen-
ing to Stainless
Stephen? Really
funny fellows, we
know, are at a
premium. How is
it, then, that the
fun put over by
Stainless is
offered almost

HUMOUR
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exclusively to the provinces. Don't we
need laughs? We have had him, too, when
he has been S.B. to London and from the
samples offered us then, I think we could
tolerate him again.

If those who do me the honour of read-
ing these notes will refer back to a sugges-
tion which I made a little while ago, it will
be found that I mentioned that the Carlton
Hotel Orchestra deserved a hearing. I am
not referring this time to the dance band,
but to the octet directed by Renee Tap-
ponnier. I was interested, therefore, to see
that they recently made their appearance
before the microphone and acquitted them-
selves with due credit. Yet, somehow, I
have to admit that I missed the subdued
atmosphere of the Carlton lounge, where
I have heard them very often play to
people who were more interested in their
coffee than the excellent music that
was provided.

Hush ! Whisper it not in Savoy Hill !
"The Londonderry Air" was given a holi-
day last week. But, instead, we had
"Love's Old Sweet Song," which is, no
doubt, going to deputise for a bit. The
pity is that one tires of constant repetition
of even the best of favourites. The way to
preserve a good thing is to go without with
discretion. This applies no less to artistes
than to songs.

Miss Gleitze listening on a Burndept Ethodyne (7 -valve Super -hetero-
dyne) whilst resting at Tangier. This receiver was taken on the launch
which accompanied her on both attempts to swim the Straits of Gibraltar
and provided music during the swim.
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THE "Simpler Wireless "...Special Three

which was described in AMATEUR
WIRELESS No: 276, has been anextraordin-
arily successful -set._ Very large numbers of
readers have built it and -many of them
have sent us eXcellent reports of its work-
ing. One reader, whose letter we recently
Published, claims to be able to receive
29 different stations on the loud -speaker

The success of the." Special Three" has
stimulated great -interest in the "Simpler
Wheless" system and we have received a
great number of letters from readers con-
taining suggestions for future sets. These
letters have been given very careful con-
sideration as our chief aim is to give readers
what they want.

Four Valves
By far, the largest number have asked

for a four -valve " Simpler Wireless" set,
incorporating an H.F. stage and two L.F.
stages besides, of course, the detector., In
this article readers are presented with
constructional details of the "Simpler Wire-
less " Special Four-a "mains" receiver,

Few Components
are Required

cheap and easy to build, simple to operate,
economical to run and capable of giving
good volume from distant stations with
really exceptional purity of reproduction.

From the circuit diagram it will be seen
that, besides the extra valve, several
features not included in the " Special
Three" have been incorporated in the
four -valve set. These are improvements
which have been suggested by recent
experiments.

The most important of these improve-
ments is the filter -circuit which completely
isolates the loud -speaker from the mains,
thus making it perfectly safe to touch the
loud -speaker while the set is actually in
operation. Another improvement is the
inclusion of the panel signal -lamp in series
with the filament circuit. This lamp gives a
clear indication as to whether the set is
"on" or "off" and also acts as a fuse,
breaking the filament circuit should the
current rise above .r amp. -

00000000G<X>OCOOX><>000.00000.00-0C00000 0.00000<><>00C

It will be -seen that the H.F. valve is coup-
led to the deteeror by an H.F. transformer,
the secondary of this transformer being
tuned. Actually the two windings of the
transformer are two ordinary plug-in
coils. No provision has been made for
cancelling -out the commutator -ripple in the
H.F. stage as it is quite unnecessary to do

this. Only H.F. impulses,
such as those due to
signals, will be passed on
to the detector valve by

the H.F.
transformer,
as the trans-
former prim-
ary acts
merely like a
straight
piece of wire
to the L.F.
impulses due
to commut-
ator -ripple.

capacity -reaction
was very successfully used in
the "Special Three," plain
magnetic reaction, by moving 

Although

By J. F.
One variable condenser .0005 mfd,

(G.E.C.). One ditto .0003 mfd. (G.E.C.).
One two-way coil -holder (L. and P.).
Two single coil -holders (L. and P.).
Four valve -holders (Lotus, Benjamin,

Lissen, Bretwood).
Two L.F. chokes (Watmel, Lissen).

2/461

.0003
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Left.-The Circuit
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coil, is used in the present set. This latter
type of reaction has been employed here
partly because of the excellent perform-
ance of a three -valve "Simpler Wireless"
set incorporating magnetic reaction des-
cribed in the February number of the
Wireless Magazine.

Components
T h e -following

components will be
required to build
the Special Four.

One panel 21 in.
by 7 in. (Becol,
Ebonart, Radion).

One baseboard,
21 in. by io in.
(Raymond).

One cabinet to
take above (Ray-
mond).

One 3o -ohm potentiometer (Igranic,
Rooke Bros.).

Two 40o -ohm potentiometers (Igranic,
Rooke'Bros.).

Three (or four) 40o -ohms resistances (see
later).
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ALL FROM TtiE MAI

One high -voltage fixed condenser .0003
mfd. (Dubilier, type 577).

Three fixed amdenser§,
(Dubilier, type BD).

One condenser, 4-mfd. (Dubilier, type BD).
One 2-meghom grid leak and holder

(Dubilier, Lissen).

2-mfd. each

Diagram of the " Simpler Wireless " Special Four

Mains

Below.-Details of Coil Holders

Pone/ .;;
shall
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Two terminals 'marked ' "Aerial ' and
"Earth" (Belling -Lee).

Connecting -up wire (Glazite, J unit).
A few words of explanation are necessary

with regard to the above list. The three or
four 400 -ohms resistances may either be
Igranic potentiometers with the contact -
arms left disconnected or may be the

Rooke Bro's. resistances which

Ebonite d/stont piece
hifh 3/8"(//:

One loud -speaker jack (Igranic, Lotus,
Lissen).

One signal -lamp illuminator (Bulgin).
One amp bulb (Bulgin).
One safety -plug and fitting (Bulgin).
Two pieces of ebonite, each 4 in. by 3 in.
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have been specially designed
for Ilse in "Sim-
pler Wireless"
sets.

The original
sets were in-
tended to be
used on D.C.
mains having a
voltage of from
230 to 250. If
it is intended to
'use the set on a
D.C. supply with
a voltage within these limits,
or if it is intended to use it
on an A.C. supply in conjunc-
tion with the special rec tiller unit
described in AMATEUR WIRE-

LESS No. 289, it should be built exactly as
described. If, however, it is to be used on a
209-220 volt D.C. supply one of the 400 -
ohm resistances (that marked with a cross)
should be omitted from the set.

As the set will often work as well without
the usual earth

0.0<><><>000.0000.00.0.(>0<><000000

connection as with
it, and sometimes
even .better with-
out the earth con-
nection than with
it, the earth ter-
minal and the 2-
mfd. condenser in
series with it, _may
be omitted at first
and added later if
thought nc cessary
this is a matter
for experiment.
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Special Requirements
It is advised that no departure'be made

from the deign of the original set, either as
regards the choice of components or layout.
If another make of two-way coilltolder is
used the whole layout may have, to be
altered. Special care should be taken to'
obtain the correct types of fixed condensers 
so that these may be well able to withstand
the voltages applied across them.

The method of fixing the, coil -holder into
which the coil forming .the primary of the
I I.F. transformer is to be plugged is clearly

in the drawing. Care should be taken
to mount this coil -holder with its pin and
socket correctly disposed with regard to
those of the two-way coil -holder.

Each of the L.F. chokes is provided with
a tapping so that inductances of 40-, 6o- or
too -henries may be obtained. In the tests
of the original set it was found best to use
the full too -henries in eachcase, but readers
can easily carry out experiments to see
whether altering the connections to the

Wiring is
Straightforward

chokes improves
particular cases.

As in all "Simpler Wireless" sets the
exact combination of valves used is of
considerable importance. The first , two
valves should each be of the H.F. type with
a moderately -high amplification factor, the
third valve should be of the R.C.- type and
the last valve. should be of the power, or
super -power type.

It is, of course, essential that each of the
valves used should have a filament current
consumption of .r amp., although the
filament voltage required by each valve is
quite immaterial. When the original set
was being tested out the following valves
of the Cossor .1 amp. range proved to be an
excellent combination : 2 -volt red -band as
H.F. and detector, 2 -volt blue -band in the
third stage, and a Stentor Six (green -band
6 -volt, .r amp. valve) in the last position.
The Cossor 2 -volt red -band (H.F.) valve,
in particular, has proved to be an excellent'

00000CCO
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detector for use in "Simpler
from -the -mains sets.

Coils
The coils used should preferably all, lie of

the same make and type, at least those
acting as H.F. transformer primary and
secondary and the reaction coil should be,
and plain coils only are required. That is to
ray tapped coils are not necessary though,
of course., they can be used if the tappings
are left unconnected. If coils of different
makes are used it may be necessary tc
reverse the connections to the reaction
coil -holder before reaction is obtainable and
it may also be necessary to reverse the
connections to the H.F. transformer prim-
ary to obtain best results. This trouble will
be avoided if the set is wired as shown and
the coils are all of the same make.

The size of coils required will depend upon
whether an earth connection is used or not
(especially when working from A.C.) and
will also depend upon the exact makes of
coils used. The most important coils are, of
course, the two tuned coils-that in the
aerial circuit and that in the grid circuit
of the detector valve.

For ordinary broadcast wavelengths a

BLUEPRINT
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Wireless" ing the size -of the H.F. transformer primary
increases selectivity, but decreases signal
strength.- The reaction coil should be the
smallest which will give a proper reaction
effect over the whole of the tuning range.

As an example of the correct coils to use
it may be 'mentioned that when the set 'was
used on an A.C. supply in conjunction with
the rectifier unit described in No. 289, a 60
coil in the aerial circuit and three Lewcos
roo coils in the other
positions gave a
comfortable margin
below 2L0 and above
5GB. No earth con-
nection was used. At
a matter of fact, the
Lewcos coils men-
tioned were of the
centre -tapped type
but the centre -
tappings were not, 'of
course, used.'

Results
ith regard

of the set, well,
Three" with
speaker range.

JANUARY 21, 1928

was excellent and stations -could be received
at full loud -speaker strength at every few
degrees on the dials. The man who got 29
stations with the "Special *Three " should,
indeed, do well with the " Simpler Wireless"
Special Four !

The A.C. Rectifier
For the benefit 'of readers who have an

A.C. -supply with a voltage of from 200 to

c57 PeD EAC//

DC 01172?77

The Circuit of the Rectifier

to the actual performance
it was that of the " Special
a greatly -increased loud -
The same purity of repro -
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The Wiring Diagram of the "Simpler Wireless " Special Four.

35, 5o or 6o coil will be suitable for the aerial
circuit, depending upon circumstances.
For the detector grid circuit (that is to say
the H.F. transformer secondary) a 75 or
roo coil will be correct. The H.F. trans-
former primary and the reaction coil will
generally have to be about the same size as
the coil in the detector grid circuit. Decreas-
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404/1
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Blueprint available, price 1/6

duction was there, and the set was almost as
easy to operate. In spite of the tuned H.F.
stage and the absence of any neutralising
arrangement there was no tendency to
self -oscillation as is proved by the size of
the reaction coil used (and this had to be
fairly closely coupled to produce oscilla-
tion). The selectivity (ao miles from 2L0)

25o, brief details of the special rectifying
unit necessary are given here, although
readers who intend building this unit are
strongly advised to obtain a copy of
AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 289 (price 4d.
post free from the publishers) in which the
full constructional details are given.

The components required are :
One three-ply wood panel, 12 in. by 8 in.
One baseboard, 12 in. by 9 in.
Cabinet to take above.
One Faradex rectifier (" Simpler Wire-

less" model) (Rooke Bros.).
One double -choke (Igranic or R.I.). *

Four 8 -mid. fixed condensers (750 -volts
D.C. tests).

Two batten -type lamp -holders.
One Bulgin safety -plug.
Piece of ebonite 2 in. by 2 y2 in.
The circuit diagram is given herewith,

but readers must refer to AMATEUR
WIRELESS No. 289 for the wiring plan. The
lamp which is connected in series with one
of the leads to the mains is used -as a resis-
tance -in order to adapt the rectifier unit
to A.C. supplies having different voltages.
The correct lamp to use- is one rated at

ro-volts 6o -watts for mains having a
voltage of from zoo to 220 and one rated at

ro-volts 407watts for mains having volt-
ages 'from 230 to 250.

The unit is merely connected between the
set and the mains and supplies to the set
250 -volts roo-milliarrips. The power taken
from the mains is approximately 50 -watts
so that a "Simpler Wireless" set working
from A.C. mains costsabout as much to run
as does a single ordinary electric lamp.

The Bell Telephone Laboratories of
Chicago, it is reported, have just perfected
a radio transmitting apparatus that guaran-
tees privacy. " Raves -dropping " on the
new device results merely in the outsider
hearing an unintelligible jumble of sounds,
although the person at the right receiver
hears the conversation clearly and dis-
tinctly.
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BESIDES being the most efficient transformer
on the market, the new LISSEN can be used

with equal success as an L.F. Choke. You merely
connect the O.P. and I.S. terminals together.
Acclaimed by tens of thousands as the finest ampli-
fying transformer and preferred by LISSEN them-
selves (all the previously high-priced LISSEN
transformers were withdrawn in its favonr), it has
only been possible to sell the new LISSEN for 8!b
because-
FIRSTLY : The immense facilities of LISSEN have
been concentrated on the production of this one type.

SECONDLY : This transformer, like all LISSEN
products, is sold direct to the retailer, and so whole-
salers' profits, are cut out.
WE MANE THIS OFFER. If within 7 days of
purchase you can find any transformer or choke-
at any price-which you prefer to LISSEN, you can
return the latter and your money will be refunded.

Turns ratio 3 : 1. Resistance Ratio 4 : I.
Amplifies fully every note, every tone, every over-
tone, every harmonic. Guaranteed for 12 months.

You can use 3 in cascade.

LISSEN LIMITED, 16-20, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY. ifiroalizillIcilyk.
L.281

Ple-'se Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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RULES.-Please :tire distinctly and Leep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give all necessary details. Ask one
question at a tine to en sure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc., on separate sheets containing your name

and address. See announcement below.
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Moving Coil Loud -speaker.
Q.-Concerning " Thermion's " remarks relat-

ing to moving -coil driven loud -speakers in
" Amateur Wireless," No. 283, will you tell me
in which issue of " Amateur Wireless " the
latest constructional details of such a speaker
appeared? ----T. B. (Worcester).

A.-Full constructional details of a moving -
soil type loud -speaker, tested by Mr. Reyner,
were published in " Amateur Wireless,"
No. 278, a copy of which can be obtained from
the publishers, 58-61 Fetter Lane, London,
E.C.4, at a cost of 7d., post free.-L. C.
Accumulator Charging.

Q.-I wish to charge a 6 -volt accumulator,
having a charging rate of 3 amperes, from a
230 -volt D.C. mains system and have in my
possession a number of 32 -candle power carbon -
filament lamps. May I use these lamps, and
also how many for my purpose? --F. C. (North
Finchley).

A.-You should use six 32 -candle -power
carbon -filament lamps connected in parallel
with each other and wired in series between
the positive D.C. main and the positive ter-
minal of your accumulator. The negative
terminal of the accumulator should be con-
nected to the negative D.C. main.-L. C.
Daventry Coils for " Ether Searcher."
- Q.-Having built the "Ether Searcher Three "
receiver, described in " Amateur Wireless,".
No. 284, I am experiencing difficulty in dete7-
mining suitable coils for the reception of Daventry
senior. Apart from this, I get quite good results
on the short wave B.B.C. stations, but have some
trouble in getting a good reaction effect.
Assistance on these points would be
welcomed.-F. H. (Middlesex).

A.-Suitable coils for the reception
of 5XX are a No. 200 coil for the
aerial, with a No. ioo or 15o for
reaction. If you experience poor
reaction effects on the short wave-
lengths, then you might try increasing
the size of the reaction coil to, say,
a No. 75 coil. This, however, should
not be necessary where a low -
resistance aerial -earth system is
employed.-L. A. C.

L.F. Transformers.
Q.-Why should L.F. transformers

Juice different ratios-some high and
some low ? One would think that, in
order to obtain maximum amplification,
a high -ratio transformer would always
be desirable.-P. L. (Brixton).

A.-If amplification were the only thing to
be considered it might be as you say, but a
reasonable amount of purity is also usually
required. In order to preserve good quality
of reproduction, the impedance of the trans-
former primary should be high when it is con-
nected in the plate circuit of a high -impedance
valve and low when the valve has a low
impedance. The total amount of wire which
can be put on a transformer is limited by
practical considerations, and this wire must be
divided between the primary and secondary
windings. Therefore the only way in which the
impedance of the primary winding can be
increased is to decrease the number of turns on
the secondary. The effect of increasing the

vj
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primary turns and decreasing the secondary
turns is, of course, to lower the ratio. Therefore
a high -ratio transformer is required, for best
results, after a low -impedance valve and a

El

When Asking
Technical Queries

PLEASE write briefly
and to the point

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.
Rough sketches and circuit diagrams'can
be provided, but it will be necessary to
charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts
and designs.
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low -ratio transformer after a high -impedance
valve.-G. N.
Three -valve Circuit.

Q.-Will you please let me have a three -valve
circuit consisting of H. F. stage, valve detector,
and one L.F. stage ? I want the first stage to be
tuned -anode neutralised by a centre -tapped anode
roil, and I want to use a transformer between
the last two valves. I also want to use large
condensers across the H.T.-G. D. L. (Byfteet).

A.-The circuit diagram for which you ask

A Three -valve Circuit

is given on this page. As you have not men-
tioned reaction, we have omitted it from the
circuit. Provision is made for applying a
separate H.T. voltage to each of the valves and
for applying grid bias to the last valve. As
three H.T. positive tappings are provided,
three large - capacity condensers have been
shown, each of which is connected between one
of the H.T. positive tappings and H.T. nega-
tive.-G. N.
Without Grid Leak.

Q.-What is the matter with a set when it
works better without the grid leak than with it?
-P. T. (Bolton).

A.-If the grid leak is not faulty and is of

the correct value, the symptom you mention
clearly indicates that there is an alternative
path by which electrons reaching the grid of
the valve may leak away. This path may be
through the valve itself, if the vacuum of the
latter is " soft," or, if the valve is hard, through
leaky insulation somewhere between grid and
filament.-N. F.

Construction of H.T. Generator.
Q.-I have a magneto which I wish to convert

into an H.T. generator for a four -valve set, i.e.,
which will give me i5o volts, 25 milliamperes.
The dimensions of the magneto are as follows :
magnets, 6 in. high ; armature tunnel, 21 in.
diameter, 1.1- in. long. Will you give me neces-
sary particulars for new armature required ?-
T. H. T. (Luton).

A.-The present end brackets will probably
have to be replaced with others having a
greater end extension in order to take the end
windings and ,the commutator and brushes;
also a new shaft will be necessary. The
minimum length to alloW for the end windings
to project beyond the armature core is in.,
and in addition to this another in. should be
allowed at one end for the over-all width of the
high tension commutator. The dimensions of
the commutator should be ij in. diameter,

in. width of brush track, and 36 segments.
The segments to be of hard -drawn copper,
insulated with natural mica, .03 in. thick
between segments, and with moulded micanite
bush and coned end rings, .o9 in. thick, firmly
clamped upon a steel bush, with steel -coned
end rings. The construction of the com-
mutator is most important in high-tension

generators, and the insulation
must give " infinity " readings
on a goo -volt megger test.

2 The armature core should be of
Stilloy iron, .o18 in. thick, insulined
on one side, the outside diameter

2Nro. being such as to given an air gap
of .025 in. all round between core and
pole faces, and the shaft diameter
through the core not less than

in. The core has 12 slots, of semi-
RT pear shape, leaving parallel

teeth A. in. wide and in. deep,
the slot entrance being A in. wide.
The insulation for the armature slots
consists of one layer of ro-mil empire

04.1"- cloth, followed by one layer of io
mil presspahn. Thirty-six armature
coils are required, each consist-
ing of 15o turns of No. 38 S.W.G.
double silk -covered copper, grouped

three coils per slot. The coils are best former -
wound (see " Dynamo Design and Construc-
tion " Handbook, by A. H. Avery), three coils
being wound continuously on the former before
cutting the wire, with loops taken out at the
end of each coil, the group of three being taped
up with 3 -mil silk tape as one coil, to simplify
assembly in the slots. Dry the armature
thoroughly after completion, dope in Ohmaline
varnish, and bake for four hours at illo° F.
before putting it to work. Circular brushes,
5 millimetres diameter, of B/6 grade, will
work well, in moulded insulating brush holders
of the same kind as those used for the H.T.
collector in the ordinary ignition type magneto.
-A. H. A.
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More modern than the petrol -
driven engine-more convenient than
mechanical contrivances working off
the mains-lower in first ccst, and
more economical in every way-
that's the Lissen New Process Battery.
When converted energy frcm the
mains is used new valves may come
out with different characteristics
from the old, or you may wish to

aortae your valves, and your mechanical contrivances then .nay become
useless. The Lessen Battery provides pure D.C. current all the time, of the
correct voltage for any and every type of valve you may want to use now
or in the future. No expensive moving parts to wear cut and be replaced
-no hum to eliminate, because the energy is chemically instead of
mechanically generated. The Lissen Battery yields safe power, safe. for
children, safe for your valves, safe for everybody and everything. It
brings a new power smoothness, and a new tone clarity to your loud -speaker
which wei e never there before. It stands up to the longest programme;
it lasts for months and months. You will find it, as tens of thousands of
other users have already found it, the most economical source of power
for your radio set, and all the time you use it you will get the finest repro-
duction you have ever had.

10,600 Radio Dealers Sell it. Ask for it in a way that
shows tkat you will take no other.

60 volts (reads 66) 7/11
100 volts (reads 108) 12/11

9 volts (grid bias) 1/6

LISSEN LLMITED
8-1.6, Friar's Lane, Richmond, Surrey

Managing Dincior 7 hontus N. Cole
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ATRIBUTE to Sir Edward German
will be paid by the Wireless Military

Band on January 21, by a broadcast of
a selection of his works from 2L0 and
5 X X.

A visit to Savoy Hill is to be paid on
February r by the Lena Ashwell Players
in order to broadcast scenes from Macbeth,
with Miss Lena Ashwell in the title role.

A further programme of music by B.B.C.
composers will be played by the Birming-
ham studio symphony orchestra, with
Herbert Heyner as soloist, at 5GB on
January 25.

John M. Synge's well-known comedy
A Playboy of the Western World, is down
for broadcast from 2L0 and 5XX on
January 19.

One of the earliest plays of Sir W. S.
Gilbert, entitled Sweethearts, will be heard
from the Birmingham studio on January 23.

Mrs. Burnett Smith, better known to
thousands of readers as Annie S. Swan,
will read one of her own short stories for
broadcast from all Scottish stations on
January 28.

On the occasion of its annual Burns
night, the Burns Club, Newcastle, will have
as guest on January 25, Sir John Samuel,
who is so closely concerned with the civic
life of the Scottish city that he is popularly
known as " the Managing Director of
Glasgow" ! His speech will be relayed
by the Newcastle station.

For its main programme on January
24 the Aberdeen station will broadcast an
amusing show entitled Chaos. It has been
worked out by the staff, who have en-
deavoured to imagine the terrible muddle
which would arise if a complete novice
were suddenly put in charge of the control
room. There is plenty of room for a glorious
mix-up I

The B.B.C. intends to give northern
listeners the opportunity of hearing the
work of the best-known composers and
poets living in Scotland, as interpreted by
themselves. Recitals of humorous vernacu-
lar verse of Colonel Rorie and W. D. Cocker
are being arranged, together with recitals
of songs by David Stephen, Michael
Diack, and others.

The Chinese wireless station at Mukden
hat inaugurated a
service for Europe.
dressed to Hamburg
present.

short-wave wireless
Only messages ad -

are accepted for the

Our somcisTERS
GET A RiCiouaouS

AUDITION bug.

CaET

LEc.TuRERs
SEVERELY

CENSORED COMMENTATORS
ET WORSE

The Marconi company has decided to
establish a wireless service direct between
England and Japan and other parts of the
Orient. The new station at Dorchester will
handle this traffic.

The opening ceremony of the Olympic
Winter Sports at St. Moritz, Switzerland,
will be relayed to the Berne and Zurich
broadcasting stations.

In Russia wireless licences are granted
to workmen's clubs on payment of a few
pence monthly; on the other hand, restaur-
ants, hotels, or places of amusement,
according to their accommodation, must
pay from 5o to 250 roublcA per annum.

February 12, by arrangement with the
Union Internationale de Radiophonie at
Geneva, has been chosen for the broadcast
of the next international programme; on
this date the principal European trans-
mitters will feature an all -Swedish enter-
tainment.

Experiments recently made in the recep-
tion of broadcast programmes in the
Hudson Tunnel connecting New York
City with New Jersey, demonstrated that
such reception was quite clear of atmos-
pherics and other .electrical disturbances
experienced in these cities.

A new Marconi broadcasting station is
under construction at Bratislava (Czeeho-
Slovakia) ; its power will be -about io kilo-
watts. The site of the transmitter is
Oberufer, some three miles from the city,
in which a special studio is being built. .

"DO YOU KNOW? "
Answers to Last Week's Questions

(1) Cracow, 'Tromso and Poragrund. (2) Cuba. (3) Man-
ganese peroxide mixed with ground carbon or graphite.
(4) A large H.F. coupler or transformer.

Those Running Commentaries !

WEN ON"-
INNEN

510,11 WE
REAR, &

COMMENTARY

OF SOGCER.

SATuR.DA./ AFTERNOON

EXPERT

( \1\

(-T-REy ALWAYS..

CiET EY.PERTS)

TELLS US

(f)

--fNAT WILL REALLY -BR1HTeN

vl

WHAT OUT TO 85

THE TNRILLS ARE ENACTED
--THE ENTHUSIASM IS

IN THE LISTENER.
13uT- -1, WHERE

WE WANT IT

OR, ITS

cl000
BAD

WONDERFUL

A LISTENER, CAN
FORM 4IS OWN
OPINION -
IF HE EVER cle-C

TOLD WIAAT 5

Drawn by E. Hingley.
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MADE IN ENGLAND

D

PP

HIGH is LOW TENSION

ACCU MU KATO RS

"GEEKO"
H.T. ACCUMULATOR 20 -VOLT UNIT

Capacity of 4250 M.A. at a 15 M.A. discharge.
At Pd. per volt this unit represents unequalled
value. Price, in crate with wander plugs :: lEs.

" GEEKO " L. T. ACCUMULATOR TYPE B.

Cat. No. No. of
Cells

Maximum
Charge

and
Discharge

Rate
amps.

Actual
Capacity

amps.-hrs.

PRICE

r,

each

e. d.

0 625
0 626
0 627

Cll1 e
2 -volt

2
3
4

20
30
40

11
13
16

6
6
0

0 632 2 Cells 2 20 1 2 6
0 633 4 -volt 3 30 1 7 0

0 639 3 Cells 2 20 1 13 6
() 640 6 -volt 3 30 2 0 6

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsxay, London, IV .C.2.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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The New Theory-The "Faraday
AFTER so many years of the existing

theory relating to the propagation of
electro-magnetic waves by that mysterious
and elusive medium called by scientists
" ether, " it is almost incredible that we
should be called upon to change our ideas.
This change, however, seems to be in the
"air," as such exponents of science as
Professor Einstein of the famous relativity
theory, and Professor Pupin of America
suggest that things are not quite as we have
been led to -believe in the past.

What does this mean? It means the
throwing overboard of our old stand-by-
the Heaviside layer-which was respon;
sible, so we thought, for all our long-distance
radio work, and other theories about
fading, etc.

Professor Einstein now informs us that
the " ether " does not transmit our light
waves, it follows ipso facto that this medium
also cannot be responsible for the trans-
mission of electro-magnetic waves. This
bold assertion on the part of this great
mathematician, if correct, must alter all our
views on wireless work, and opens up a
vast sphere of investigation for experiment.

Let us consider for a moment the
suggestions put forward by Professor Pupin
who calls his medium of electro-magnetic

By H. DE A. DON ISTHORPE
wave propagation the " Faraday Flux." He
visualises that individual electrons, with
which we have become so familiar since
thermionic valves becanie universal, trans-
mit their own activity, through their own
flux, or lines of force. In the transmission
of wireless signals, we have a vast number
of these energetic electrons moving in a
regulated manner-we 'do know this defi-
nitely-and assuming Pupin's theory cor-
rect, they are transmitting their activity
through their own flux.

Evidently, therefore, the Professor con-
siders his " Faraday Flux" as permeating
everything and being everywhere.

Such new conceptions cannot but give
us fresh ideas about long-distance reception
and that dreadful bugbear-fading.

Short-wave Phenomena
The writer has personally been turning

his attention to short waves, and there are
undoubtedly phenomena associated with
this work that do  not altogether give
confidence as to the old ideas of wave
propagations.

Perhaps radio investigators are rather
too inclined to get into- a groove, for the
science of radio is still a very young one and
we must not consider it as a stereotyped'

art like the electrical art, where progress
is now more in detail than theory. The
reader must consider when reading these
notes the extraordinary march forward that
radio has made -in the past few years.

These notes are written with a hope that
they may stimulate the amateur to further
research.

In conclusion the following remarks
made by an American judge in giving
judgment in respect to a wireless case
across the Atlantic confirms the author's
last remarks as to further possible dis-
coveries in the radio art. "Of course
we shall not presume to say what radio
really is, for no one has told us, and so far
as we can learn from an independent study
of text books on the subject, no one knows."

"PITMAN'S Radio Year Book for 1928"
(Pitman, is. 6d.) is now on sale. The

book contains well -illustrated articles which
together cover broadcast transmission and
reception, from both the technical and
amusement sides, very comprehensively.
The B.B.C.'s work during the year occupies,
of course, a prominent place, while there
are a number of interesting technical
articles, together with useful reference
tables.

figifififififiePtifiCifiCificifi_OgitifirAKK00035459000-19(9CPcisifisicif-900.0-410-0.00.0-04:00000-0

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE

for February, will be on sale on JAN. 25th, 1./-

Some of the special contents include :
LONG-RANGE HARTLEY ONE. Designed for satis-
factory headphone reception from British and Continental
Stations.

TWO -PROGRAMME TWO. Covers both the upper
and lower wavebands without changing coils.

METROPOLITAN THREE. Incorporates H.F. detec-
tor and L.F. Takes all current from D.C. Mains.

EVERYDAY THREE. Ideal for Loud -speaker reception
of several stations front almost anywhere in the British Isles.

-

ASTRAL FOUR. Truly a star set. All batteries
enclosed. No coil changing necessary. Purity with
range. Two main tuning controls.
A .C. MAINS ADAPTOR (for any " Simpler Wireless "
Set).

CONE LOUD -SPEAKER UNIT.

Blueprints of above obtainable at half price until February 29.

Order your copy NOW.
000000000.0 -6-000-00000-000-00_0000000.0-0000.0000000000-00004300-0
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AmaKes an astounding
difference to 2 volt

valves
ON account of the very low temperature at

which the new B.T.H. nickel filament
works, the surface area of filament which can
be used for a given voltage drop is 15% to 20%
greater than with any other filament. As a
result B.T.H. Nickel Filament. Valves possess
characteristics far superior to those of any other
make (i.e. high " slope" or mutual conductance)
without, at the same time, having undesirably
small clearances between electrodes.

B.T.H. Nickel Filament Valves will
definitely give better radio than any other
2 volt valves.

B 210 H
B.C. and 11.F.

Fil. Volts 2

Fil. Amps 010
Max H.T. Volts 150

10s. 6d.

B 210 L
Gereral Purpose.

Fil. Volta
Fil. Amps 010
Max H.T. Volts 120

10s, 6d.

B 215 P
Tower .Amplifying
Fit. Volts
Fil. Amps 015
Max H.T. Volts 120

12s, 6d.
The aba)e prices are applicable in Gt. Britain and N, Ireland only.

11 Or*
NICKEL FILAMENT

Made at Rugby in the Mazda Lamp Works
TA: 'British Thomson-Hous'o Co. Led.
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More Radiograms

p)t-AlANIA is soon to possess a 6o-kilo-
X- watt broadcasting transmitter. For

this purpose the SocietatedeRadioDiftthione,
of Bucharest, has been constituted with the
sanction of the Roumanian Government,
which has declared itself willing to take up
6o per cent. of the capital of 50,000,000 lei,
considered essential for the enterprise. In
the meantime the small transmitter at
Herestraeu, in the neighbourhood of
Bucharest, has been brought into opera-
tion. Although a wavelength of 235 metres
was allotted to this station,the Roumanians
thought their transmissions should be
effected on the higher band, and for some
time on most evenings experiments have
been carried out at 8 p.m. on a wavelength
of 1,600 Metres, and later in the neighbour-
hood of 2,000 metres.

Owing to the complete breakdown of
French telegraph systems during the recent
gales which swept the English Channel at
Christmas, all messages destined to Eng-
land were sent by wireleSs. Some 16o,000
words were transmitted from Paris to
London between December 27 and 29.

From January r, weather reports have
been broadcast on a wavelength of 1,100
metres from the Royal Dutch Meteoro-
logical Institute in Holland, at 11.5 a.m.,

12.15 p.m., and 8.20 p.m. GALT. The
transmissions are effected in code in
groups of four letters and are repeated in
telephony. The key may be obtained free
on written application to the Koninklijk
Nederlandsch Meteorologiscb Instituut at
Te Bilt, Holland.

The new Polish broadcasting station at
Wilno is now working daily on 435 metres

Overloading the Loud -speaker

with a power of r kilowatt. On most
evenings it takes the main Warsaw pro-
gramme.

The Italian official broadcasting associa-
tion, Ente Italiano per le Audizione Radio-
foniche, has pledged itself to erect trans-
mitters at Genoa, Palermo Trieste, and
Turin during the present year, and to pro-
vide Rome with a 25 -kilowatt transmitter.
Hotels, clubs, kinemas, and other houses
of amusement pay a special luxury tax
for the use of broadcast receivers. A
general tax on all towns and villages of
over r,000 inhabitants has also been
levied, and in order to encourage listening
amongst the population the broadcasting
company will install one official receiver
free at all local post offices for the use of
the community.

During the past three years, more than
seventy radio sets were in constant use in
isolated construction camps along the route
Of the new g,000,000 main line of railroad
built between San Francisco and Portland
Maine.

Ontario's wilderness has four radio trans-
mitters. This summer an experiment was
made by the Ontario Department of Lands
and Forests. Four up-to-date short-wave
transmitters were installed in northern
Ontario to keep in touch with each other
and give information to aeroplanes on
forest patrol duty.

OWN foriner
troubles banished

byw
W.MELF SS V

Brownie Transformers are guaranteed 100%
British. Made from the very finest materials,
the characteristics and performance are equal to
those of transformers costing twice the price.
Ensure perfect tone and quality by building a
Brownie Popular Transformer into your set.
Examine this wonderful transformer for yourself at
your nearest Radio Dealer.

THE BROWNIE POPULAR
TRANSFORMER.-The mag-
netic field is composed of special
laminations of the softest iron pro-
curable, and the accuracy of the
windings on their moulded bobbin
guarantee distortionless reproduc-
tion, free from
resonance.
Totally enclosed
in a moulded
case ..

THE

Write for our new Free Booklet :
Wireless Without Worry," to-

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LTD.
(Dept 26), NELSON STREET WORKS, LONDON, N.W.1

L

WEARiT
COA,POise TS

C.T.4.
COILS B.B.C. WAVELENGTH -

5XX
H.F. CHOKE (STANDARD) -

(SHORT WAVE) -

STANDARD 6 -PIN BASE - -

COPPER SCREEN AND BASE
PUSH-PULL BATTERY SWITCH -
STANDARD THREE TWO-WAY

CHANGE -OVER SWITCH - 6/-

10/6

12/6

6/6

4/6

2/9

10/6

1/.

GENUINE PAXOLIN BEARS THIS TRADE MARK

PERFECT INSULATION Look for it-

MAHOGANY FINISH PANELS
PANELS.

9in. x Gin., 3/6 each.
14in. x 7in., 6/-
181n. x 7in., 7/6
21in. x 71n., 8/9
121n. x 81n., 5/9
16in. x 81n., 7/6
261n. x 81n., 12/3 

TUBES.
tin. O.D. x 3111.,
21in. x 3in.,
3in. x 341n.,
31n. x 41n.,
4in. x 7in.,
3in. x 61n.,

_Price List on Application

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740 HIGH ROAD,

TOTTENHAM, N.17.

91d.

1/41/21

3/-
2/3

Telephone :
Tottenham 3132
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The famous Ericsson
Super Sensitive Tele-
phones are reduced, to

12/6a pair
Adcpted by the B.B.C. for use in their studios. Used by all the DX
experimenters. Adopted as standard in 1909 by the Admiralty and in
1917 by the Air Board. Three resistances, 120, 2,000, and 4,000 ohms-ons
price, 12/6. Get your pair to -day!

Fwn if you have a multivalve set, now and again you'll need a good crystal set.
Fay an Ericsson Crystal Set to -day. Sturdily and handsomely made and a
really sensitive instrumnt. Tunes up to 5GB., and has a Loading Coil

Plug for 5XX. A real snip at 15'.
At all our agents or direct from the Coma,*

ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., 7/73 Kingsway, London, W.C.2

SUPER SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

n;40ri,(ms.sort.41M;s:Seile eief%4W07

DAME CLARA BUTT
ALBERT SAMMONS
DE GROOT
JACK HYLTON
J.H.SQUIRE -

re hat afew 9f the
mitten: tuusiciaus iz4to use

BY 6P0014,CENT

BATTERIES
FOR BETTER WIRELESS RECEPTION

xuvitoice
dit

You want to improve your results too !
Write Dept. 'A.W.' for price list, and FREE
Booklet of interest to all wireless users.

mutt -ACCUMULATOR C.O,LTD. STRATFORD. LONDON EIS.

Branch Offices;
BIRMINGHAM: 163 Edmund Street. BRISTOL 37 Victoria Street,
CABBIES': 60 Charles Street. MANCHESTER 88 Chapel Street.
GLASGOW: 107 Wellington Street. YORK: 6 Bridge Stree'.

WESTMINSTER : 36 Victoria Street. s.W.L

BUILD
STRICTLY TO
THE AUTHOR'S
SPECIFICATION
Colvern Accurate Space - wound
Coils are specified by the Editor of
Radio for the Million, for the
Mullard Master Three, the Mullard
Toreador P.M. and the Mullard
Mikado P.M. Receivers because of
their efficiency.

If you intend to build one of these
receivers you should be very insistent
with your dealer that it is your wish
to adhere strictly to the published
specifications.

Apart from the fact that by so
doing you will be able to duplicate the
published results, within a degree or
two either way you will be able to
locate stations with the assistance of
the published dial readings.

Remember to use Colvern Accur:
ate Space -wound Coils-these give
the best results on both wave bands.

BROADCAST WAVE - - - 7/6
LONG WAVE - - - 8/6

COLVERN
ACCURATE SPACE WOUND

COI LS
Colvern Ltd., Nfawney's Road, Romford.

You will Help Yourself and Help Us by Me.Viaaing "A.W." to Aluzrtisers
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HOW GOOD ARE YOUR VALVES ? (Continued from page 95)

effective amplification in the circuit
would tT

100,000
x 25=17.8.

m0,000+4.0,000
The valve with the amplification factor. of
5o, however, might have an .anode A.C.
resistance of 200,000 ohms, in which case
the effective amplification of the circuit
would only be

I00,000

I00, o00 + 200,400
x 50=16.6 only.

Not a Fallacy
There would appear to be two fallacies in

this argument. The first comment that one
makes is, "Yes, but the value of the external
resistance should have been increased in
the latter case." This is quite a valid
objection where we are dealing with
resistance coupling. If, however, instead of
a resistance, we have an impedance of
some sort, such as a tuned circuit, it may.
be impossible to increase the value of this
impedance so that the amplification over
the whole stage would be definitely less
in the second case than in the first case.

The second objection which might be
raised is that the discrepancy between the
anode A.C. resistance of the valve in the

two cases shoWn appears unusually high.
This, however, is not the case. "Valve
design is certainly reaching a point where
we are able to obtain amplification factors
of the order of 5o with somewhat lower
impedances than that quoted, yet at the
same time there are valves on the market
having even higher impedances for the
same value of amplification factor. The
difficulty is, that as the amplification factor
is increased, so the grid has to be made
closer and closer in mesh, and this exercises
a rather heavy screening effect, with the
result that the internal A.C. resistance rises
very rapidly. It is, indeed, with a view to
the reduction of this disproportionate rise
that the four -electrode valve was evolved,
for this enables amplification factors of the
order of 5o to be obtained with an anode
resistance of the order of ioo,000 ohms
only.

increasing the Mutual Conductance
How are we to increase the mutual con-

ductance of a valve and on what does it
depend ? The answer to the latter part of
the question is that it is depeddent simply
and solely on the physical dimensions of the
valve. The distance of the anode from the
filament is one important factor, while the
relative closeness of the anode and grid is

a further dimension which exercises con-
siderable effect on the final results. A third
and very important factor is the actual
emission from the filament. It is not pos-
sible to go into the subject deeply in the
present brief review, but it is by improve-
ment in these various directions that better
and better results are being obtained as the
science of valye-making progresses.

It is an interesting point to note that the
effective mutual conductance is very
dependent upon the actual anode current
This is another way of saying that the
higher we make the A.C. anode resistance,
the less does the effective mutual con-
ductance become. This is due to the fact
that the anode current progressively
decreases as we increase the resistance of
the valve, largely owing to the screening
effect of the grid previously referred to.
The actual mesh of the grid wire has no
effect upon the mutual conductance other
than by the reduction of the anode current
due to this effect.

A Curious Fact
This fact, when one first realises it, is apt

to cause, some astonishment. It means
that the mutual conductance of two valves
of the same class, such as a DEH and a

(Concluded on page 114)

SIMPLER WIRELESS !
To Builders of the SPECIAL FOUR

The Farackx Rectifier (Patent pend-
ing) "Simpler Wireless " Model
specially designed by J. F. Johnston
and described in A.W. No. 289,
is the unit necessary to enable a

Simpler Wireless" Set to work
from A.G. Mains. Price 30/-, plus
1/6 for packing and carriage.

400 -ohm potentiometer and resist-
ances specially designed by J. F.
Johnston for use in his sets. These
must not be confused with the
ordinary types of potentiometer.

They are guaranteed to carry the
current and not to overheat.

400 - ohm potentiometer,
panel mounting, one hole

fixing, 4/ -
(Post free, 4/3)

400 -ohm resistance,, base-
board mounting, 2/6

(Post free, 2,9)

Faradex Rectifiers are also available for charging H.T. & L.T.
Accumulators from A.C. Mains. Prices from 30I-. Full particukas
on application to the sole manufacturers at the address below.

Parade
RECTIFIERS

Sole Manufacturers

ROOKE BROS., Limited,
55, Cardington Street, London, N.W.1

INEXPENSIVE
ATTRACTIVE
THE ENVY OF
YOUR PALS
041.5

ROUT
THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE

Make your set the envy of all who see it by
using Trolite for the panel. There are five
different colours and designs of Trolite - you
can choose the one that suits your cabinet
best. In price, Trolite is mare econcrdcal
than any other panel-eomaare these prices

PRICES, per square inch :
- Mahogany Cube

Polished Black Walnut Wavy
A- in. .. d. 136, in. .. d.

in. .. id. in. .. Id.
Trolite Beading is made to put the finishing
touch to the beautiful Trolite Panel-ask your
wireless .dealer to show you Trolite. In case
of difficulty, write direct to :-

F. A. HUGHES & Co., Limited
204-206, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.1

elephone Museum 8630 (3 lines) Telegrams : Distancing: Wesdo, Londcn
Manchester Office : 185, Princess Street Telephone : City 3329

4e,

I
I
I

IIÌ
4
I

I

4
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LOUD-
SPEAKERS

s. (1.

Mullard 5 5 0
Mullard, Model E 3 5 0
Edison Bell ... 2 2 0
Sterling Popular ... 3 3 0
Sterling Popular, Type 33 5 5 0
Sterling Popular Primax... 5 5 0
Marconi, Model 75 3 15 0
Marconi, Model 105 5 5 0
Whiteley Boneham Bake-

lite ... ... 4 4 0
Whiteley Boneham Oak 3 3 0
M.P.A. Plaque ... 2 2 0
M.P.A. Cabinet ... 4 0 0
M.P.A. Table Grand 5 5 0
B.T.H. C2... 2 10 0
Dundas 1 10
Little Sparta 2 6
Lissenola Cone .. 1 9 6
Amplion A.C.a 2 12 6
Amplion C.2 2 10 0
Amplion A.C.3 . 3 15 0
Amplion A.C.4 4 4 0
Amplion A.C.5 . ... 6 0 0

HEAD-
PHONES

Ridley Headphones ...
Ultra Non Adjustable ...
Adjustable
Ericson Headphones ...
Brown Featherweights ...
B.T.H. Headphones ...
Telefunken

O 5 11
O 7 6
O 12 6
O 12 6
1 0 0
O 15 6
O 13 0

TRANSFORMERS
Igranic
R.I.-Varley Straight
R.L-Varley
Ferranti A.F.4
Ferranti A.F.3
Ferranti A.F.5
Croix
Dundas
Lissen
Formo
Brandes
Eureka ...
Marconiphone

£ s. d.
... 0 16 0

Line 1 5 0
O 15 0
O 17 6
1 5 0
110 0
O 3 6
O 4 6
O 8 6

... 0I0 6
O 15 6
1 1 0
O 18 6

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS
.0005 Everest S.L.F. Condensers, 4'-
.0005 Burton S.L.F. Condensers, 6 -
.0005 Ormond S.L.F. Condensers, 6/-
.0005 Jackson Bros. Condensers, 11/6
.0005 Jackson Bros. Slow Motion,

16/6
.0005 Devicon Square Law, 6/-
.0005 Devicon Square Law, Vernier,

7/6.
.0003 Condensers of the above make

in stock.

When writing state requirements fully
to save risk of mistakes.

1511.4,0t4GcAoh,,)

ichaw-4.,40-kaY

(.409"'""'"'"'"'"'rosswrwow(w'...nit)

itzos
RADIO

BARGAIN COLUMN

BANK-
RUPT

ortAtit. 40.,. STOCK

I
Ridley's is the largest house In the North for Radio Goods, and one of the
largest in the country. You can always depend upon satisfaction -I guaran-
tee to refund your money in full if dissatisfied, and orders will be dispatched
immediately received. Deal with the House of Satisfaction-RIDLEY'S.- ----- ----------

PARTS FOR MULLARD MASTER THREE
MULLARD PARTS RIDLEY PARTS

s. d. 2 Terminal Strip,, 2,;1 by 2 / s. d.
a Terminal Strips 0 0 8 by 14 .. 0 0 8
4 Terminals 0 1 0 4 Terminals . 0 0 4

Coil Base and Pin ... 0 1 0 a Coil Base ... 0 1 0
I.0005 Condenser S.L.F. 0 6 0 a .0005 Condenser S.L.F. 0 3 9
5 .0003 Condenser S.L.F. 0 5 9 1.0003 Condenser S.L.F. 0 3 6
a H.F. Choke R.I. ... 0 9 6 x H.F. Choke ... 0 4 6
3 Valve -holders ... 0 6 0 3 Valve -holders 3 0
a Cabinet ... 1 0 0 a Cabinet ... 1 0 0
a Pair Brackets ... 0 0 8 a Pair Brackets ... 0 8
a Pin Coil, B.B.C. ... 0 5 6 1 6 -Pin Coil, B.B.C. ... 5 6
I Pin Coil, Daventry 0 5 6 x 6 -Pin Coil, Daventry ... 5 6

2 V. 40 -act. Accumulator 0 16 0 a 2 v. Accumulator D.F.G 8 6
P.M. x A Valve ... 0 10 6 a P.M.ra Valve ... 10 6
P.M. a L.P. Valve

..

... 0 10 6 a P.M.x L.F. Valve ... 10 6
x P.M. 2 L.F. Valves . 0 12 6 a P.M.2 L.F. Valve ... 12 6
a 6o v. H.T. Batteries ... 0 19 0 a zoo v. H.T...T. B' attery 8 6
a 9 V. Grid Battery ... 0 1 0 x Grid Battery 1 0

R.C. Unit, 1 0 0 a R.C. Unit Lissen 4 0
x L.F. Transformer, R.I. 0 15 0

a L.F. Transformer, Formo 10 0
Cond. and Leak, Fixed 2 0

.0003 Condenser, and 2 x Switch, Benjamin ... 1 0
Meg Leak ... 0 5 0 2 Spade Terminals ... 0 2

x Benjamin Switch ... 0 1 0 8 Wander Plugs ... 0 8
x Panel, 18 by 7 in. by2 Spade Terminals ... 0 0 2 4 m

rd
  58 Wander Plugs ... 0 0 8 Yas Rerand/I'Dlack .

a Panel a8 in. by 7 in. ... 0 5 3 5
£3 18 2 £6 3 11

BUILD THE "COSSOR MELODY MAKER"
WITH RIDLEY COMPONENTS

2 S.L.F. Variable Conden- s. d. s. d.
sers, .0005 ... .1. 0 9 0 2 Panel Switebes ... 0 1 6

2 Slow Motion Dials ... 0 5 6 a Variable Resistance for
x .000x Fixed Condenser 0 1 0 B.B. mounting (Lissen) 0 0 9
2 .0003 Fixed Condensers 0 2 0 9 Terminals ... 0 0 9
a .002 Fixed Condenser... 0 1 6 Connecting wire, insulated 0 1 3
a .00t Fixed Condenser... 0 1 6 x yard Systoflex Covering 0 0 3
ta-microfarad Condenser 0 2 3 a Black Panel, x in. by-
e Grid Leak Clips (Lissen) 0 1 0 7 In 0 3 6
a Grid Leak, 4 megohm 1 Black Terminal Strip,

(Lissen) 1 0 al in. by a 3/2 it. ... 0 1 6
a Grid Leak, .25 megohm x Cabinet, 21 in. by 7 1 0 0

(Lissen) 0 1 0 x 2xoD "Cossor" Valve ... 0 10 6
a Grid Leak, 3 megohm 1 21oRC "Cossor" Valve 0 10 6

(Lissen) 0 1 0 x 21oP "Cossor" Valve ... 0 12 6
3 Valve -holders (W.B.) 0 3 0
x A.F.3Transformer 0 8 6 £4 1 3
Wonderful Offer of COSSOR MELODY COILS, remarkable

value, offered at 4/6 each.
Electron Aerial Wire, roo-ft. coils,

1/8 each.
Superial Aerial Wire, too -ft. coil&

2/6 each.
Edison Bell Fixed Condensers, .0001

.0002, .0003, .002, 1/- each.
Rheostats, 6 ohm, 2j9; 3o ohm. 1/9;

6o ohm, 2/-. Lissen panel type, 7
and 35 ohms, 2/6 each.

Microstats, baseboard type, 3/- each.
Resistance Capacity Coupling Units,

Ediswan, 7/-; Lissen, 4/-' Cosmos
(unit only), 8/-; with Valve-
holder, 10/-.

Coil Plugs, wedge type, nickel con-
nections, per doz., 4/-.

Coil -holders, Lissen 2 -way, 4/6.

3

Mansbridge Condensers,' mfd., 3/10;
2 mfd., 4/8; 4 mfd., 4/8.

Red Diamond Coil -holders, 2 -way,
5/-; 3 -way, 7/6.

Edison Bell Low Loss Coil -holder for
baseboard mounting, 1/-.

Benjamin Filament Switch, IT- each.
Colvern 6 -pin Bases, 1;6; Formers,

4/-.
Basket Coil -holders, 9d. each.
Neutralisin'k Condensers, Colvern

panel type, 3/6; baseboard, 3/6.
Grid Leak Holders, 6d. each.
Panel Brackets, 6 in. and 9 in., per

pair, 9d. and 11-.
Edison Bell H.F. Choke, 4:6 each.

purchased for quick clearance
and offered at bargain prices.
72 -yd. COILS RED AND BLACK

FLEX, usually to/6. My Price,
6/9.

Devicon Variable Condensers, .00i,
2/- each.

Catwhiskers, to a Id.
Miniature Ebonite Switches, 9d.

each.
4% -volt Flashlamp Batteries, 3/6

per doz.
Neutron Crystals( 11d. each.
Hertzite Crystals, 6d. each.
.0002 Devicon Variable Condensers,

3/6.
4 -volt Frelat Valves, 3/- each.
4 -volt Frelat Power Valves, 3/- each.
Murray Valve -holders, 6d. each.
Imitation Lotus Valve -holders, 1/ -

each.
Antimicrophonic Valve -holders, 10d

each.

Ebony Anti-
microphonic
VALVE -
HOLDER,

cheapest on
the market,
consider i n g
quality.
Base - board
moun t i n g.

1/9

Leather Accumulator Carriers, 1/3
each.

Single Circuit Plugs and Jacks com-
bined, 3/-.

H.T. Voltmeters, o -23o, 4/3 each.
Bretwood Star Grid Leaks, 2/- each.
Cleartron 6 -volt Valves, 2/6 each.
3o -ohm Rheostats, 9d. each.
Mica Fixed Condensers, .5,6d. each.
Mica FixedCondensers, .25, 6d. each.

JACKS AND -PLUGS
Single Circuit Jack, open 1/3
Double Circuit Jack, closed,

1/6.
Filament Jack, Single 1/9
Filament Jack-, Double 2/3
Plugs, 1/6, 2/-, and 2/9 each
S.P.D.T. Switches, 6d.
D.P.D.T. Switches, 9d.
.0005 S.L.F. Condensers, 3/9

IIPush-pull Switches, 9d.
Baseboard Rheostats, Ild.
8 -in. Panel Blocks, 6d.
Bars Solder, 3d. each.
Fluxite, per tin, 4d.

Red Diamond 2 -way Coil -holder,
geared, 2/6 each.

Valve 'Windows, 6d. each.
Transfers, per packet, 3d.
Voltmeters, single reading, 2/-.
Hydrometers, 2/- each.
Grid Leaks, 6d. each.
"Sovereign" Coil -holders, 9d. each.
Brown 112 Loud -speakers, shop-

soiled, usually 50/-. Offered at 35) -
Basket Coil -holders, 9d. each.
China Valve -holders, 4'4d. each.
.0003 Condenser and Grid Leak, 2,' -

each.
Scrap Ebonite, 8 square inches a Id.

(in 5/- parcels only).

flitizfrit

coi.a.ed94-it

CECIL RIDLEY pc)4"C`Q544*

SPECIAL OFFER OF' CABINETS
I have just bought a number of well -made Oak Cabinets, highly polished,
with hinged lids at top, size, 21 in. by 7 in. I am offering 15/.1these to buyers of complete parts only at actual cost. EACH

"RADIO HOUSE," MIDDLESBROUGH
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" HOW GOOD ARE YOUR
VALVES ? "

;Continued from page 112)

DEP, are exactly equal if we could make
the anode current the same. For example,

-a DEP6ro valve has a mutual conductance,
according to the makers' figures, of 1,550
micro -ohms (!z ---- 7, r=4,500), whereas a
DEH6ro has a mutual conductance of 615.
micro -ohms only (u. 4o, r -63,00o). Thus
the value in the second case is less than
half the former figure, due entirely to the
screening effect of the closer mesh grid.

Yet the geometrical relationship of grid
and anode is exactly the same in the two
cases, and if we were to increase the high-
tension voltage to a value of something like
Coo, so that the anode current of the DEH
valve became of the same order as that of
the DEP, we should find that the mutual
conductances were then identical. Such a
remedy is, of course, impracticable, but we
can obtain a very similar effect by putting
in a fourth electrode between the anode
and the normal grid and connecting this to
a source of steady positive potential, in
which case we have the four -electrode
valve.

We can conclude, therefore,, by saying
that with any given circuit, the mutual
conductance is the factor which principally
determines the results to be obtained.
Secondly, that due to the screening effect
of a close -mesh grid, the mutual conduc-
tance tends to fall off as the amplification
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factor increases, so giving us a relatively
higher anode A.C. resistance than we
should otherwise obtain. Bearing these two
points in mind, it is quite simple to obtain
some gauge of the relative efficiency of any
new valve, provided, of Course, that they
are suitable for comparison. To say, for
example, that the DEP6io was twice as
good as the DEH would be absurd, because
of the enormous difference in their imped-
ance, but provided this factor is taken into
account, then the mutual conductance will
give a rapid gauge of the capabilities of a
particular valve.

Speeches will be broadcast on the
occasion of the Burns Dinner in Cardiff
on January 25, when Sir John Reith,
Director -General of the B.B.C., will propose
the toast of " The Immortal Memory."
As the Mackintosh of Mackintosh and the
Earl of Plymouth have promised to attend,
the relay is well worth making a note of.

RAYMOND COMPONENTS
On page .25 of No. 291 ( January 7)

there appeared an advertisement of
K. Raymond of components for the
Mullard "Master Three." The list given
included one long -wave coil, and it should
be noted that this was inserted in error.
The inclusive price quoted, however,
covers all the rest of the components,
valves, batteries, etc., there specified.
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The Eiffel Tower studio broadcasts,
which are nightly carried out on 2,65o
metres from 9 to 1s p.m., are now inter-
rupted from 10.25 to 10.40 p.m. G.M.T. by
the International Time Signals from the
military station.

The Hilversum (Holland) station regu-
larly broadcasts good warnings of special
interest to the province of Limburg, and
to inhabitants living in the vicinity of the
Maas, Scheldt, and Rhine rivers.

TheTopsy Turvev Time Club of station
WMAQ, Chicago, is said to be the world's
largest radio club for boys and girls. It
has nearly 250,000 members.

One of the largest harps in the United
States is owned by Lester Krumm of Jo
Bauer's orchestra, a dance band that plays
for WOW, Omaha. The harp is valued at
1500.

" PIONEERS OF WIRELESS "
The method Mr., Elison Hawke has fol-

lowed in his book Pioneers of Wireless
(Methuen, I 2S. 6d.) has been to trace the
growth of electrical knowledge which has
resulted in broadcasting by studies of the
men who discovered this knowledge-the
pioneers who " blazed the trail." The
result is an extremely readable book packed
frill of biographical, historical, and techni-
cal information. Listeners who would like
to know something of the romance that lies
behind their receiver should read this hook.

Put a valve in a Lotus Valve Holder. Immediately the
phosphor -bronze leg sockets expand and automatically lock.
There is a perfect and permanent connection. The floating
platform in which the valve is fixed is suspended by four
phosphor -bronze springs-springs which have great mechanical
strength, but are sufficiently resilient to absorb any external
shocks liable to damage the valve.

11 ill 11111,1111111111

',J
REDUCED

PRICES:-
Value Holder with. I

out terminals .. A./ 40
Valve Holder with 1i9terminals . /

Lotus Value Holders are
used and recommended in the
Mallard circuits in " Radio
for the Million" and are ideal
for use in the Mosier
Three" and the Cossor

Melody Maker."

Lotus Valve Holders are made from the finest bakelite mouldings
obtainable. Every one is tested before it leaves the works.

1111111111111111 111111111111111111111111

From all Radio Dealers

1 orriurs
y,AL.VE BOLDER

111111111111111 11111111111

Made by the makers of the famous Lotus Remote Controls, Lotus Vernier Coil Holder, and Lotus Jacks, Switches and Plugs.
GARNETT, WHITELEY & CO., LTD., Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.
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BLUEPRINTS
Full-size Blueprints. each one being a
photographic contact print, from the
draughtsman's original design, and pro

dared on stout paper, are now available of the following sets.
Xo

ONE -VALVE SETS

Prier',
Post free.

s. d.
One-valver for Frame Aerial ... W.M. 4 1 0
All -in -all One-valver . A.W. r3 1 0
Hartley DX One-valver A.W. 27 1 0
Alpha One* W.M. 26 2 3
Reinartz pplug in One-valver A.W. 46 1 0
The DynXflert (One-valver) A.W. 69 1 0
Constant -coupled One 1 0
Economy One A.W. 71 1 0

TWO -VALVE SETS
All Broadcast Two" W.M. 5 2 3
Wide World Short-wave Two... ... A.W. Ix 1 0
All -wave Two-valver AM. 15 1 0
Reinartz Two ... A.W. 2r 1 0
One -dial Two W.M. 23 1 0
Empire Short-wave Two A.W. 28 1 0
"Next -step" Receiver... A.W. 34 1 0
Girdle Two* ... W.M. 3o 1 3
Centre -tap Two A.W. 4z 1 0
Mains -fed Two W.M. 37 1 0
Three -option Two ... A.W. 51 1 0
The Rover Two ... .. A.W; 53 1 0
British Broadcast Two W.M. 44 1 0
General Purpose Two ... A.W. 55 1 (I

All -wave Two 1 0
The " Yule " Two A.W. 59 1 0
The 30/- Two -vat -e'er A.W. 6x 1 0
Economical Two ... A.W. 66 1 0

THREE -VALVE SETS
Continental Three ... . W.M. 7 1 0
Victory Three ... A.W. 1 0
M.C.3 Star ... A.W. 16 1 0
Wave -catcher Three W.M. x9 1 0
Split -primary Three A.W. 24 1 0
Purity Three-valver A.W. 33 1 0
A Modern Tuned -anode Three 1 0
Tetrode Three for Shielded Valves ... A.W. 36 1 0
Alternative -programme Three A.W. 38 1 0
A "Mains" Three-valver W.M. 34 1 0
Screened -grid Three ... .. W.M. 2x 1 0
"Simpler Wireless" SpecialThree-valver A.W. 44 1 0
"Home Station" Three 1 0
The " Economy" Three ... A:W. 48 1 0
Five -guinea Three

.

W.M. 29 1 0
Dominions Short-wave ThreeWM. 39 1 0
Short-wave Three ... A.W. 5o 1 0
The Ether Searcher Three ... A.Wt 52 1 0
Three Continent Three ... A.W. 54 1 0
Tuned -anode Three for the Mains (D.C.) W.M. 43 1 0
The Standard Three ... A.W. 56 1 0
Straight-line Three ... A.W, 6o 1 0
Screened -grid Short -waver ... W.M. 5x 1 0
Hartley DX Three .. A.W. 63 1 0

THREE -FOUR -VALVE SETS
A Tuned -anode Three -tour A.W. 411 1 6
Concord 'Three-four . . W.M. 45 1 6

FOUR -VALVE SETS
M.C. Four ... A.W. 8 1 6
Household Four 1 6
Revelation Four 1 6
"A.W." Gramo Radio... ... A.W. 40 1 6
All-purpose Four ... A.W. 43 1 6
All -wave Roberts Four and copy

0 7
C.T. Four ... . A.W. 58 1 6
Simplicity Four... .... W.M. 49 1 6
"Simpler Wireless" Four ._ A.W. 70 .1 6

FIVE -VALVE SETS
0927 Five W.M. 6 1 6
Two-volter's Five ... W.M. xt 1 6
Individual Five 1 6
Exhibition Five 1 6
Phrrnix Five 1 6
1928 Five ... . - W.M. 46 I 6

SIX -VALVE SETS
Nomad Six ... W.M. 3 r 1 6
Short-wave Super -six 1 6

SEVEN -VALVE SETS
Sirnplarlyne Seven (Super -het.) ... W.M. 22 1 6

AMPLIFIERS
Two -valve D.C. Mains Amplifier ... W.M. 16 1 0
Range Extender (ILE. Amplifying Unit) W.M. 38 1 0
True -tone Amplifier ... W.M. 47 1 0
Utility Two -valve Amplifier ... A.IV, 68 1 0

PORTABLE SETS
Springtime Portable (Two-valver) W.M. rz 1 0
Countryside Four ... W.M. 17 1 6
Motorists' Portable Four-valver A.W. 14 1 6
M.C. Three Portable ... A.W. 22 1 0
Handy Three ... W.M. 27 1 0
Holiday Portable (three-valver) A.W. 32 1 o
Club Portable (three-valver) A.W. 32 1 0

CRYSTAL SETS
Crystal Set for the R.C. Enthusiast.... W.M. 13 0 6
Hi -lo Crystal Set ... W.M. 18 0 6
Two -programme Crystal Set ... W.M. 25 0 6
Alternative -programme Crystal Set A.W. 39 0 6
Half -Hour Crystal Set W.M. 28 0 6
Centre -tap Crystal Set W.M. 50 0 6
Super Crystal Receiver A.W. 64 0 6

MISCELLANEOUS
Loud -speaker Tone Control & Filter Unit. W.M. I 2 3
Heterodyne Wavemeter A.W. 7 1 0
Made -to -measure Wave -trap A.W. t9 0 6
New Current Supply Idea A.W. 26 1 0
DX One -valve Unit ... A.W. 37 1 0
Volume Control Unit W.M. 40 0 6
Battery Eliminator for A.C. Mains .. W.M. 4t 1 0
"Simpler Wireless" Rectifying Unit A.W. 62 1 0

 With a copy of "Wireless Magazine" complete.
Ent a Pr stet Order to -day AMATEUR WIRELESS 55.61 Fetter Lane
to IMPRINT SERVICE tondon,E.CA

In Radio, Benjamin have the honour of setting the
standard for five types of components. They represent
the culmination of many years' experimental work and
the attainment of the highest degree of efficiency. They
are classics.
71.-The Benjamin Anti-

micropnonic Valve -holder
No other anti-microphonic valve -
holder so efficiently disperses micro -
phonic noises and absorbs shock so
thoroughly as the Benjamin. Nearly
1,000,000 manufactured and
sold to dare. Price
2.-The Benjamin S

contained Rheostat.
The winding is inside the dial. Only
a locknut and soldering tags go behind
the panel. Three windings ,s,
-6, 15 and 30 ohms. Price

3.-The Benjamim Battery
Switch.

Sheer simplicity-sturdy positive
action for high or low tension. ar
It's OFF when it IN. Price al

4.-The Benjamin Earthing
Dew ice.

An earth designed on scientific lines
at last! 280 square inches of sur-
face area. The special design gives
definite constant contact -
with the earth. Price 3101

S.-The Benjamin Battery E hninator. The 'Majestic-for
alternating current 200-240 v. 50 cycles. Delivers current for loads up to
12 valves, 180 volts for power valve. Two varioble voltage controls ensure
fine tone quality. A really dry eliminator unit-no

Aro 200acid or liquids, and no hum. Price

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
Brantwood Works, Tottenham,

London, N.17.
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CHIEF EVENTS OF THE
WEEK

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XX)
Jan. 22 Service from St. Dominic's Priory. Chamber

Music.
24 Massenet programme.
25 Damon and Phillida (john Gay). s.
26 Halle concert (from Manchester).
27 National Concert relayed from the Queen's Hall.
28 Running Commentary on fourth round of F.A.

Cup.

DAVENTRY (5GB)
Jan. ,23 Sweethearts, a clay by Sir W. S. Gilbert.

24 Military Band Concert.
25 Programme of music by B.B.C. composers.
27 A Museum Episode, a farce by Stuart Ready.
28 Operatic music and songs.

CARDIFF
Jan. 23 A Tale of Alsatia; a picaresque by Vincent

Thomas.
z6 Memories of Theatreland, 8 : Adelphi Theatre.
28 Seascapes and Stories.-z, a Captain Marryat

programme, arranged by Harold Jenner and
Gilbert Heron.

MANCHESTER
Jan. zz Organ recital and 'cello solos relayed from

Manchester Cathedral.
24 Two plays-Triumph, by Edward Farmer, and

The Blushing Hero, a farce by Frank
Tyldesley.

26 Halle concert, relayed from the Free Trade
Hall.

28 Concert by the present students of Royal
Manchester College of Music.

GLASGOW
Jan. 25 Robert Burns programme.

ABERDEEN
Jan. 24 Chaos, a novelty.

BELFAST
Jan. 23 Sea Silence, a play by Edwin Lewis.

The Soviet authorities are erecting a
super -power broadcast transmitter at
Vladivostock, in order to broadcast political
talks in the Russian, Chinese, and Japanese
languages.

116

THE RADIO DOCTOR
THE authorities of the Belgian Mer-

cantile Marine are preparing a scheme
for enabling the masters of vessels at sea
to obtain medical advice by wireless in any
emergency. Certain of the shore hospitals
are to be fitted with suitable transmitting
sets, and a special staff will "stand by"
ready to give their help by wireless at any
hisoir of the day or night. A definite band
of wavelengths is to be allotted to this
medical service, together with a specified
priority signal, which will ensure any call
for help being rapidly relayed from ship to
ship until it reaches the prpper quarter.

B. A. R.

" Amateur Wireless and Electrics." Price
Threepence. Published on Thursdays and -bear-
ing the date of Saturday immediately following.
Post free to any part of the world: 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, I7s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Jones
Publications, Ltd."
General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
sketches and drawings to be on separate sheets.
Contributions are always welcome, will be
promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.
Queries should be addressed to the Editor, and
the conditions printed at the head of Our
Information Bureau" should be closely observed.
Communications should be addressed, accord-
ing to their nature, to The Editor, The Adver-
tisement Manager, or the Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58-61 Fetter Lana, London. E.0 4.

WHY

J.B.,

WHY-when you open any Wireless journal to -day do you
always find J.B. condensers used by the designers of
the premier Receivers ?

WHY-is the 1928 Solodyne Receiver equipped with a
.specially -designed J.B. condenser?

WHY-is ' The Master Three" the simplest and most won-
derful Receiver ever known to Radio, fitted with two
J.B., S.L.F. Condensers?

BECAUSE-the designers of these well-known Receivers
know that when they specify J.B. they are speci-
fying .condensers which are unsurpassed in
Efficiency,  Workmanship, and Finish. They
know they, are safe in using J.B.-that any
Receiver equipped with J.B. Condensers will
yield only first-class results. -

Prices, J.B., 8.4F., complete with 4 -in. Bakelite Dial. .0005 mfd., 11 6;
.CC035 mfd., 10/6 ; .00025 mid., 10/-.

For Short Wave Receivers, .00015 mfd.,
J.B., B.L.F. Slow Motion (J.B. True Tuning 8.LF.). Complete with
2 -in. Bakelite knob for Slow Motion Device and 4 -in. Bakelite Dial for
coarse tuning. Double Reduction Friction Drive, Ratio 00-1. .0005 mfd.
16,6 ; .00035 mfd.. 15:6 ; .00025 mfd., 15/-.

For Short Wave Receivers, .00015 mfd.,

j8. POLAND ST -OXFORD
LONDON - W. t

ST

GERRARD 7414
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The Rainbow Terminal
THE Rainbow terminal, a new line just

put on the market by Lectro Linx.
Ltd., of 254 Vauxhall Bridge Road, S.W.i,
is a well -made and inexpensive terminal
which will find favour with the set con-
structor.

Its primary object is to eliminate any
chances of making wrong connections. This

11111111111111.1 FOR',i,2 11
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The Parts of the Rainbow Terminal

is ensured by having a collar on the lead
to the terminal, the terminal head, and a
ring below the panel, all of a distinctive
colour. ' Thus, if once the leads are con-
nected accurately to the batteries, the
danger of "blown" valves and ruined
batteries is reduced to a minimum.

The terminal and lead collar is supplied
in nine colours. At the price of 5d. com-
plete they are very good value. We have
no hesitation, in recommending them to
readers.

Andre Charlot's third revue is due on
January 2 I .

SAXON GUIDE TO WIRELESS
1923 EDITION 192 PAGES ENTIRELY' REVISED

When you have read this book you will know more about wireless
than many who are now posing as " experts " and " radio
engineers," and you can build a better set than you are able to buy
if you paid five times the price.
FULL INSTRUCTIONS, with clear wiring diagrams, are given for
making CRYSTAL AND SINGLE -VALVE SETS, ONE- AND TWO -
VALVE AMPLIFIERS, THE FAMOUS SAXON FOUR -VALVE
TUNED -ANODE SET, also an EXTREMELY EFFICIENT FIVE -
VALVE RECEIVER.
Particular attention is drawn to our latest 1928 TWO- AND THREE -
VALVE LOUD -SPEAKER SETS, which eliminate coils entirely
and cover all wavelengths from 200 to 2,000 metres by merely turn-
ing a knob. Any beginner can make these sets in two or three hours.
NO SOLDERING-NO DRILLING /o POST
NO KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED 192 Paget 1 / 4, FREE

Money refunded if book returned in 7 days
SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 12), SOUTH SHORE, BLACRP001

Price from 2/6

5 Capacity ranges, and each in
Baseboard and Panel mode's,
22 CRICKLEW000 LANE, N.W 2

',I Prropstcad 1787

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

man
FORMO-DENSER
A sound variable condenser
which fills a long -felt want.
Specially designed to take tie
place of the hitherto generally
used Fixed Condenser. For
use as:

Neutralising Condenser
Aerial Condens.lr
Grid Condenser
Reaction Condenser
Phasing Condenser
Tone Control Condenser

BUY FORMO HANDBOOK, Practical
Circuits, Blueprints of two S.; ts, etc.,
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NOW READY
1/6 1/6

PITMAN'S

RADIO YEAR BOOK
1 9 2 8

The Original year Book on Wireless Affairs

SIXTH YEAR
contains

IMPORTANT, EXCLUSIVE ARTICLES
BY THE MOST DISTINGUISHED
RADIO ENGINEERS OF THE DAY

Captain F. P. Eckersley on Wireless Engineering in 1927.
Dr. J. A. FkMng on Beam Stations.
Musical Programmes. By James Swinbume, F.R.S.
Vocal Expression of Personality. By Professor Pear.
The Importance of Knowing Morse. By Lt. -Col. Crawley,

M. I .E.E.
Im7roving a Crystal Set. By J. F. Corrigan, M. Sc., A.I.C.
A.me and Achievements. By a B.B.C. Official. Etc. etc. etc.

Wireless Enthusiasts and Experimenters
YOUR 1 /6 WILL BE WELL SPENT
ORDER FROM A NEWSAGENT OR SIR ISAAC PITMAN
& SONS, LTD., PARKER ST., KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2.

THE FINISHING
grOuci4

Belling -Lee Terminals
are the finishing touch to
any receiver. They are a
perfect combination of
Beautiful Finish and
First - class Workman-
ship. Bakelite insulated.
Made in 30 different en-
gravings.

Patented.

Type 'B' illustrated, sold in
attractive carton carrying a
year's guarantee.

Price 9d. each.

Type '111' as type 'B' but
non -insulated.

Price 6d. each.

Illustrated catalogue free on requ st.

NOLIEE
TERMINALS

Belling & Lee, Ltd., Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex.
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VOLTRO"N

rMAXIMUM POWER
IN EVERY STAGE

Power valve electrode
construction is now
employed in all types,
giving a greatly
improved mutual

conductance.

moves to New
Headquarters

Eighteen months ago "Voltron" chal-
lenged the supremacy of foreign -made
valves in the moderate priced market.
To -day "Voltron" maintains leadership
with a greatly improved valve at still

lower prices.
Better manufacturing fadities at our
new factory, coupled with an intimate
knowledge of thermionic valve design,
unceasing research and rigid tests at
every stage enable us to maintain our
definite guarantee of satisfaction. The

guarantee I's on the box.

The Most Complete Range of
 2-voit Valves in the World -
AT NEW REDUCED PRICES.

Type 202. In two types. H.F. and Det. and L.F
Consumes '2 amp. 5/9

Type 201. In three types. H.F. and Det., R.C., 6/9
and L.F. Consumes '1 amp. ..

Type P2. A Magnificent Power Valve for hand- 9/
ling great volume

None genuine unless
packed in the

triangular box.

66
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Other "Voltron" products include variable condensers,
H.F. chokes, etc. Get the list from your dealer

or write direct for your free copy.

VOLTRON CO. LTD.,
Voltron Valve Works, Queensway, Ponders End, Mx.

Telephone: ENFIELD 2141
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Columbia

A BATTERY AND A HALF
Fr HE Columbia "Layerbilt" has a capa-

city 32152% greater than any other
battery of the same weight and size -in
other words, it has about half as much
again electrical efficiency. It will last
much longer than the ordinary battery,
and is by far the cheapest in the long run.
No waste space, no risk of broken or

loose connections.
Used by all discriminating radio enthu-
siasts because of its performances and

economy.
PRICE 25/.

Layer building is a process perfected at immense cost by
the world's largest battery manufacturers, and the
" Layerbilt " is sold under National Carbon Co.'s full

guarantee.

J. R. MORRIS
rs KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2

Scotland : J. T. CARTWRIGHT,
3 CADOGAN ST., GLASGOW

fbil SIEN 11 k
PRE-SET RESISTOR

(REGISTERED DESIGN)
Specified by the designer
of the MELODY MAKER.
Made with the maximum
capacity of 5, 7, xo, 3o
and 50 ohms. 5 ohms
suitable for all COSSOR
valves for MELODY

MAKER.

1/9 each
Earaineammemb Postage 2d.

I Refuse substitutes
COSSOR MELODY MAKER

coils wound to specification 7/6 each. Postage 4d,
POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS

Plugs and Sockets complete

Wander Plugs (as used in the Melody Maker) .. 2d.
Obtainable of lour  dealer. If he cannot
supply give us his name, but refuse substitutes

THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.
1 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

MAKE YOUR OWN
MOVING COIL LOUD -SPEAKER
Minutest Instructions in CONSTRIICTONE No.
4 for building this wonderful speaker. Profuse-
ly Illustrated and clearly written, the veriest nov-
ice can make this Instrument and enjoy such music
and radio reproduction as he has ever heard

GET YOUR COPY NOW
The CON iTRUCTONE PUBLISHING Co.,
Dept.M., 37, Drury Lane, London W.C.2

PRICE

2/6
Post Free

H.T. ELIMINATORS
All voltage D.C. model, four positive tappings, 25/ -
post 1/-. Fully guaranteed. We also repair or rewind
anything from a choke to a 10 valve set. Trade
enquiries welcomed. KNIGHT & CO., 6 Chapel Street,
London, E:C.2. 'Phone : Clerkenwell 4715.

1 IP
I I I) ROADCAST TELEPHONY

(Broadcasting stations classified by country and in order of wavelengths).

GREAT BRITAIN
Kilo- Station and Power

Metres cycles Call Sign , Kw.
24 72,300 Chelmsford

(5SW) 2o.o
252.1 1,290 *Bradford (2LS) 0.2
272.7 x,roo *Sheffield (6FL) 0.2
275 2 1,090 *Nottingham

(5NG) 0.2
277.8 z,o8o *Leeds (2I.S) 0.2
288.5 1,040 *Edinburgh

(2EH) 0.2
294.1 1,020 *Stoke-on-Trent

(5ST) 0.2
294.7 1,020 *SWangen (5SX) 0.2
294.1 7,020 *Dundee (zDE)
294.1 1,020 *Hull (6KH)
297 r,o to ,Liverpool (6LV)
306.1 930 Belfast (213E)
312.5 96o Newcastle (5NO)
326.1 920 *501.1111¢100111h

(6BM)
Cardiff (5WA)353 850

361.4 830 London (2L0)...
384.6 76o Manchester

(2ZY) r.o
400 250 *Plymouth (5PY) 0.2
405.4 740 Glasgow (5SC)... 1.2
491.8 620 Daventry EX

500 600 Aberdeen(5G(2BBD) )214..50
1,604 287 sDaventry

(5XX) 25.0
 Relay stations. **Relays 21.0.

AUSTRIA
272.7 .7,100 Klagenfurt
294.1 1,020 Innsbruck

5 7.2 580 V
357.1, 840 Griazen3n

(Rosenhuegel) In.
576 520 Vienna (Wien)...

BELGIUM
508.5 590 BrusselsB (Radio-

Belgique)

CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
293.2 7,140 Bratislava
348.9 86o Prague (Praha)
443 676 Bz unn (Brno)

DENMARK
337 890 Copenhagen

(Kjobenhavn) 2.0
1,153.8 :60 Kalundborg 7.o

EST'HONIA
408 735 Revel (Tallinn) 2.2

FINLAND
375.9 798 lielsingfots

(Helsinki)
1,428 - Lahtis (under

construction)
- FRANCE

37 8,108 Vitus (Paris)
402

4,9187 Radio5oo

Radio LL

258 1,899 Beziers
200 1,500 Biarritz

(C6te-d'Argent) .25
237 2,265 Bordeaux (Radio

Snd-Ouest) 1.5
252.1 1,29 Montpellier 5:oo

0.2
0.2
0.2
1.5
1.5

1.5
1.5
3.0

1.5
0.5
0.5

.73

0.5
5.0
3.0

5.0

2.0
2.0
1.0
0.6

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Call Sign Kw.

26o 1,750 Toulouse -Py-
renees (PTT) 0.5

268 - Strasbourg
(80F) 0.3

273 .1,098 Limoges (PTT) 0.5
278 2,079 Grenoble (Poste

des Alpes,PTT) 1.5
279 1,075 Bordeaux (P17) 1.0
:87:9 1,e42 Lille (Poste du

Nord, PTT) 0.7
291.3 7,030 Radio Lyon 1.5
293 1,023 Rennes o.5
297 1,010 Radio Agen 0.5
302 993 Radio Vitus

(Paris) r.o
309 97o Marseilles (PTT) o.5
340.9 88o Le Petit Parisien,

Paris o.5
370 err Radio LL, Paris o.5
39r 767 Toulouse

(Radio) 5.o
400 .:50 Mont de Marsan o.3
458 655 Paris (Ecole

Sup., PTT) 3.0
480 624 Lyons (PTT) 1.0

1,750 177 Radio Paris
(CFR) 3.0

2,65o 213 Eiffel Tower
(FL) 8.o

GERMANY
56.7 5,291 Nauen ,0.0

236.2 2,270 Stettin o 75
241.9 1,240 Muenster 1.5
250 7,200 Gleiwitz 0.7
256 1,172 Kiel 0.7
272.7 1,100 Danzig 73
272.7 1,102 Bremen .73
272.71,700 Cassel 0.7
275.2 7,090 Dresden 0.7
283 z,o6o Cologne 4.0
297 1,ozo Hanover 0.7
303 990 Nurnberg 4.0
322.6 93o Breslau 4.0
33o go8 Koenigsberg 4.0
365.8 Sao Leipzig ...... 4.0
38o 789 Stuttgart 4.0

-396 757 Hamburg 4.0
400 75o Aachen 0.75
428.6 700 Frankfurt -Main 4.0
470 638 Langenberg 25.o
483.9 62o Berlin 4.0
535 560 Munich 4.0
566 53o Augsburg 0.5
573 6 523 Freiburg 75

1,250 240 Koenigswuster-
hausen-Zeesen 40.0

1,800 167 Norddeich
(KAV) 10.0

HOLLAND
1,069 28o Hilversum

(ANRO) 5.o
1.950 154 Huizen (r,850 m.

between 3.40 and
5.40 G.M.T.) 5.o

1,950 154 Scheveningen -
haven 2,5

HUNGARY
555.6 so Budapesth 3.o

ICELAND
292 Akuzeyri 7.5
333.3 900 Reykjavik 1.0

Kilo- Station and Power
Metres cycles Cal Sign Kw.

ITALY
317 946 Milan (Milano)... 4.0
333.3 goo Naples (Napoli) 1.5
4'S 663 Rome (Romal... 3.0
545 . 554 Milan(Vigentino) 7.o

IRISH FREE STATE
319.1 940 Dublin (zRN)... 1.5
400 75o Cork (5CK) 1.5

2,00o 25o Li thuahia
(Kovno) 25.o

NORWAY
30 9,994 Bergen (testing)

370.9 ezo Bergen 1.0
423 709 Notodden o.7
434.8 697 Fredriksstad 1.1
448 670 Rjukan 1.5
461.5 650 Oslo 2.5
504 595 Porsgrund 1.0
555.6 530 Hamar 0.7

POLAND
342 3 875 Posen (Poznan) -1.5
42/ 7I1 Ca1t0Wi 12 12
435 e89 Wilno 2.5

566 530 Cracow 1.5
1,111 270 Warsaw

(Varschava) ro.o
RUMANIA

1,600 187.4 Bucharest 5.o
RUSSIA

223.9 2,349 Leningrad 4.0
675 444 Moscow (Popoff) 10.0

1,000 300 Leningrad leo
1,450 209 Moscow

(Moskva) 23.0
1,700 176 Kharkov 4.0

SPAIN
310 967 Oviedo (EA Jr9) 0.1
325 920 Almeria (EA J i 8) 1.0
335 895 San Sebastian

(EA J8) 1.0
Cartagena

(EA Jr6) 0.5
Barcelona

(EAR
Madrid (EAJ7) 3
Madrid (Radio

Espana, EAJ2) x
Bilbao (EA J9) 5oovv.
Cadiz (EA J3) 550 w.
Salamanca

(EAJ221 55o w.,
Seville (EA J5) 2,0
Barcelona

(EAJz3)

335 895

344.8 870

375 8co
400 750

400 750
400 750
405 741

434.6 6go
462 649

SWEDEN
50 5,996 Karlsborg (testing)

454.5 L60 Stockholm
(SASA) 1.5

1,320 227 Motala 40
SWITZERLAND

411 730 Berne r.5
.88 5/0 Zurich o.6
68o 441 Lausanne o.6
760 395 Geneva 0.5

1,100 274 Basle 0.25
TURKEY

,,,8o 2s4 Stamboul 7
1,800 /67 Angora (testing) 7

The " Tetrode Three If
ONE

of the very first receivers incor-
porating the screened -grid valve was

the " Tetrode Three," designed and des-
cribed by Mr. J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.),

1175+
,1714
/ft,.

Circuit
Sovirch GB

of the " Ictrode Three"

A.M.I.E.E., in AMATEUR WIRELESS No. 274,
dated September to, 1927. The circuit
diagram reproduced here shows the tetrode

connected in a simple tuned -anode H.F.
detector and one L.F. arrangement, which
gives extraordinarily good results. A spe-
cially prepared full-size blueprint is avail-
able, giving all the layout and wiring
details of the " Tetrode Three." The price
is Is., post free.

Radio amateurs in China and Esthonia
are outlaws, for in these countries amateur
radio is forbidden. But they exist and send
their messages many times to distant lands.

The Constructone Publishing Co., of
Drury Lane, W.C.2, are issuing four
Envelopes containing respectively full con-
structional details of the " Gramolux "
Gramophone Amplifier, the "Monotune 3,"
a moving -coil loud7speaker and the "Mono -
tune Wave Trap." These packets are 2S.
6d. each, except the wave -trap which is
is. 6d. Full details of the instruments are
given and the text is profusely illustrated.
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SERVICE

The perfect shave
at last with

VOL I PSe
SAFETY RAZOR

BLADES
My face feels as
smooth as velvet!

IM3 IMOD =MO IMO IMI NO MOM OM VMS MEN NM 1

THE "ECLIPSE" GUARANTEE.

I Buy a packet of 5 "Eclipse" I
I Blades from your usual supplier

(or if unable to obtain, send 1/8
to makers). If, after using 2,
you are not entirely satisfied,
return the 5 blades direct to us
and your 1/8 will be refunded.

UM de 6212: =lb WM.

5 for Obtainable from 10 for
118 usual suppliers

Made by
JAMES NEILL & CO. (Sheffield) LTD.

Steel. Manufacturers
(Dept. R.6) Napier Street, SHEFFIELD

BRITISH !Ube

DZCKORZA
al213111:=1

I PATTERN

Prtn°1395:6

DIAL INDICATORS
An Invaluable Asset

No. I Type, 9d. pair; No. 2 Tape, 3d. each;
Na 3 Type, 2d. each.

H.T. BATTERY SPRING
CONNECTORS

This specially designed connec-
tor is a great improvement on
the old Wander Plug and Flex
method of connecting H.T. Bab.
teries. Excellent and consistent
contact is made by the split pins
which.are kept under constant
tension by the spring. It is Men -
pensive and indispensable -to
every user, of H.T. Batteries.

Price ed. each
from all dealers, or

9-10-II.CURSITOR STREET' .Co-too.4CERY .LANE E  C  4

REPAIRS -THREE MONTHS' GUARANTEE
accompanies all our repairs. Any make

of L.P. Transformer, Headphone, or Loud -speaker, Repaired
to maximum efficiency. 4/- Post Free. Terms to Trade.

214 HIGH ST., COLLIERS WOOD,
LONDON, S.W.19. (New Address.)

A USEFUL ACCESSORY
HOW many times have you tuned in

some station without knowing who it
was? You can listen sometimes for long
periods without obtaining any call sign
and even if a call sign is given, it is
often difficult to identify unless you are
an expert linguist.

A wavemeter is a most useful accessory
in such circumstances. It is in effect a
miniature transmitter of which you can
vary the wavelength at will. If, therefore,
you tune the wavemeter to your receiver,
you can find the exact wavelength on
which you are working, and this will give
you a valuable clue to the identity of the
particular station.

Not only this, but you can tune in your
receiver to a given wavelength on which
you know a station should be working. -

The RazorSharp Wavemeter
An instrument of this nature might

reasonably be expected to he expensive,
and in the normal course of events this is
the case. The Razor -Sharp Wavemeter
however, was designed by our Technical
Editor, Mr. J. H. Reyner, to enable the
amateur to make up such a valuable
accessory for himself. Full details, working
blueprints, and photographs are given in
an envelope, together with complete in-
structions as to how to use it. The instru-
ment covers long and short waves,
and is provided with calibration charts.
This -envelope may be obtained price
is. 8d., post free, from the Radio Experi-
mental Laboratories, 503 Stafford I louse,
Norfolk Street, Strand, W.C.2.

USE THE ELECTRIC MAINS
FOR EVERY RADIO PURPOSE
Send fourpence in stamps for the "Kaynite" hand-
book and guide. Well illustrated, circuits, etc.

A. W. KNIGHT & CO., LTD.
180 Tower Bridge Road - Londoa, S.E.1

DIX-ONE METERS
are the best Bargain ever offered to Radio
users. £10 worth of precision, Multi -
range Mirror scale, Jewelled M5/.
knife-edge Instrument for I"
NEW A.C. MODEL " Onemeters."
Ready Jan. 1st. Ask for A.C. I cutlet.
THE VIOLINA LOUD -SPEAKER

DE LUXE CABINET gives wonder-
ful reproduction over the complete
tonal range. Beautifully polished
mahogany. Price, complete with Viola
producer and cord, 25'-.

DIXON DISTANT CONTROL for Valves. On and off
any distance. Uses no current. Polished Oak Case, 15,- ;
Bronze Water -tight, 17/6.

MAINS UNITS. The DIX D.C. 1928 Model, with output
meter gives any voltage from D.C. mains; 3 taps, 40/,
A.C. Rectifying H.T. Unit with Control Knob and 3 Taps,
£4 102. Charging Valves 50 m.a., 8/6.

POWER TRANSFORMERS. 220 volts to 3, 5, or 8 volts,
12/6. To 20 volts, 10;6. Double wound for H.T. from
A.G. mains, 220 volts, two centre -tap secondaries for H.T.,
20 m/a, 25i. each; 50 in 'a, 37 6 each.

ELECTRIC TABLE PROJECTORS on Swivel Stand.
Gun body, focussing 4 Fine Lenses. 4 ft. picture at 10 ft.
Socket cord and plug for 220 volts. Cost £4. 25/. and
30/, 100 watt focus lamp, 9/,

MELODY MAKER Inductance Wire E. and C.C. Copper,
Sale 1/6 lb. Paxolin Tubes, 3" by 31,,r2", 4d. each. Quarter
usual price. § oz. reels, 28 gauge S.S.C., 6d.

CONDENSERS. Mansbridge Wireless Mains Type, 2 mfd,
1/8 each. Mica, 001 mfd., for H.T.,.6d. each.

VARIABLE. Panel -mounting. Square Law, with Vernier'
new, in cases, .001 mfd. -Reduced to '2/3. Polar 3 -gang
panel triple. Controls aerial and 2 H.F. circuits, dust
proof, only 8 .0003 Penton, 2,'3.

NO. lA SPARK'
-.

TRANSMITTER SETS. Complete in
case, with platinum tip control key. Ideal for distant
either control of models, spark experiments, etc. Only
14/6. 1" Coils, 6,'6.

TRANSFORMERS. Gambrell-Polar Inter -valve, unused.
Absolutely distortion free, 5/6 each. Microphone Trans-
formers, brand new, 3/6 each. Electradix. 7/6.

AERIAL MASTS, R.A.F. steel tube, 2 ft. 81/. in. sections,
vs each. Aerial 7/23 enamelled direct from Admiralty,
3'. 100 ft., in 400 -yard drums. Aaron x, 1/3 100ft.

PHONES for .31, Sullivan's Double L.R. phones, Royal
2,000 ohm make, tone brand ncw, 5/. per pair. Hear
Easy phone pads, 2/6 per dozen. Brown's double head-
bands, 2,1- per pair. Brown single Phones, 1316.

ELECTRIC HEATERS. Hot plates and immersion
Heaters for liquids, 5/.each. 110 and 220 volts.

VI BR OMASSAGE SETS. Ccstin case
Sale 25/6. X -Ray Tubes, 35/a. Neon Lcmps, 2/..

MAINS UNITS. The DIX D.C. No live Termina's.
Humless Filter, 3 taps, 30/, De Luxe Model with Meter,
40/-. A.G. Unit with Control and 3 taps. Special Filter,
£410s. Condensers :'2 mfd., 3/9 ; 4 mfd., 6/6 ; 10 mfd.,
5/. ; Fultertype Chokes, 200, 600,1,000 ohms, 1/6. Power
Chokes, 1.000, 1,400, 3,000 ohms, 4/6. 2 Electrode Rectif.
Valves, 7/6. Transformers, 220 volts to 3, 5, or -8 volts,
12/6. To 20 volts, 14,6. Double wound for H.T. from
A.C. mains, 220 volts, two centre -tap secondaries for H.T.,
20 m/a, 25/. each; 50 m a, 37/6. New 8 -volt Grid Bias
Battery, 1!-; 11.- dozen.

WATERPROOF LOUD -SPEAKER, WE OR L.T.
BATTERY CORDS. Twin conductor with eyes at end,
4 ft. long, 6d. each. Four -pin Plug and Socket, 2/6.

MICROPHONE BUTTONS, as used in the Service, solid
back inset type, 10d. each. Genuine Skinderviken in
original boxes. 2/ -each. The wonderful little units are used
in the A.W." system for amplifying without valves, speech
magnification, sound detection, and Micro -Stethoscope
fitting, 5/-. Reed Micro Receiver, 3/... Transformers, 3/6

BARGAIN RECEIVERS. These are all by first-class.
makers. 2 -Valve, No. 33 Marconi, Lid Case, all waves,
50/a. 2 -Valve Mark 32, 250 to 1,800 metres, £4. Western
Electric, 3 -Valve, £6 5s. 3 -Valve Aircraft, £4. Polar
4, Pol. Cab , £6 10s. 5 -Valve R.A.F., with Valves. £5.
6 -Valve Marconi De Luxe, £8. Sterling Surplus Anodian,
f5 les. Marconi R.B. 10 Crystal and closed
Cabinet, complete with Valve, 22/6. Marconi Screened
6 -Valve, £12, cast £50. 25 per cent. discount on all pur-
chases over £5, carriage extra.

ELECTRIC FESTOONS. 16 Fairy Lamps on Flex, with
clips and battery adaptor. 220 Volts,.25/..

EX -ARMY OSRAM VALVES. Unused, in original
cartons. Not the type without valve legs offered by junk
shops. Fully guaranteed,

H.T. ACCUMULATORS, 10 amps., 14 -volt units, 7/- each,
in wood case. 8 volt 10 amp. units, 4,- each.

INERT FULLER NAVY BATTERIES, in Ebonite case,
I f a volt. Light a 3 -valve .06 amp. receiver for 2 months.
Only 1;- each.

VARLEY DOUBLE WOUND CHOKE -COILS. Carly
60 rn a and fitted ebonite panel with terminals, ready for
use in H.T. Eliminator Filter circuit -from the mains.
Bargain, 4'6. L.F. Ironclad Chokes, 1f- each.

WESTERN ELECTRIC 2,000 ohms TABLE TALKER,
15 -. Cost 35/-._

GRAMO PICKUPS. Magnetic Earpiece Units for making
your own 40/- reproducer. Adapted with a little work.
Only 1;2 each.

BARGAIN SALE NOW ON.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Atten!ion
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500,000 LISTENERS
USE AND RECOMMEND LIBERTY DETECTOR

WHY?
TRY ONE AND
GET THE
ANSWER
Loader per-
manently
than a
rat -
whisker
sometimes,

Prom all
Dealers or
rost free.

NOW

2/6
Don't experiment - nos a

LIBERTY, the Original.
Still the best, but be sure it's a

LIBERTY!
Every one tested on broad-

casting. Fully guar a nt e e d.

RAM -ARC CO BENNETT ST.
LONDON, W.4

RADIO

7x 6, 1/3
8x 6, 1/4

10x 8, 2/1
10x 9, 2/4
12x10, 3/-
14 x 12, 41.
14x 7, 2/7
16x 8, 3/2
18x 7, 3/2

PANELS

9x 6. 1'7
fix 8, 23
12x 8. 26
I2x 9, 2'10
14x10, 3'5
16x 9, 3 6
21x 7, 37
24x 7 4 -
- in. thick,
Post Free.

Money -back guarantee that each and all Panels are free
from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.

CROXSONIA Co., 10 South St., Moorgate, E.C.2
'Phone : Clerheruvell 7853

Agents John Henry Smith, 139 Anlaby Road, Hull.
L. H. Helyar, 82 Chamberlin Rood, Norwich.
A. Stredwick & Co., 27 The Market, Chatham.
Boynton & Co., I.td., 34 Bradford Street, Birminehamo

TANNOY
A.C. MAINS

H.T. SUPPLY
for MULTI - VALVE SETS

Components from 47/6
No valves required. No expensive replacements

Write or 'phone for full details
also of our Complete Units.

TULSEM ERE MANUFACTURING CO.,
Tulsemere Road, West Norwood, S.E.27.

Strealiatn

r-

\---

LAKES MASTS
are 100 per cent. efficient
They are made by engineers and
supplied to H.M. Government,
the B.B.C., and to Colonial and
foreign stations throughout the
world. There are 50,000 "Laker"
Masts in daily use. By mass
production we are able to offer a
wonderfully efficient and hand-
some Steel mast at the extra-
ordinarily low price of 22/6
complete, as illustrated. Send
1/6 extra for part carriage. We pay
the rest. Buy a Laker Mast for
good reception.
J LAKER & CO., Engineers, Beckenham, Kent

30 ft STEELMAST 22/6
WET H.T. BATTERIES

Solve all R.T. Troubles
SELF -HAWK SILENT, ECONOMICAL

JARS (waxed) 2i"xlI" sq., 1/3 doz.
RINDS New type, 11d. doz. SACS 1 /2 doz.
Sample doz. (18 volts) complete with bands
and electrolyte 4/3, poet lid. Sample unit
6d. 16 page booklet free. Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS: 1 VALVE 19/-. 2 VALVE
30/, 2 VALVE ALL -STATION SET, £4,

A; TAYLOR, 57 Studley Road,
Stockwell, London

120

WORTH WRITING FOR
ALEAFLET received from KnowleS

grid Son, of 87 Wardour Street, W.i,
gives particulars of the " K.N." Electric
Soldering Iron. The iron is excellently
constructed with a one-piece shank and
Well -designed interchangeable bits. It is
made for two voltages and takes 75 watts.
It is not expensive at 12s. 6d.

Metro -Vick Supplies, Ltd., of Trafford
Park, Manchester, are issuing a folder on
their new five -valve mains -operated set.

The" Lindley" 5
FIVE VALVE PORTABLE
Range -400 miles on Daventry 5 XX.

300 , tt 5 GB,
100 Local Stations

Also receives several Continental Stations.
Purity of reception is most marked.
Volume is excellent and splendidly
reproduced on the self-contained speaker.

All components are British and the
set is easily tuned for desired stations.

ALL -IN
PRICE askiu

it r) n ROYALTIESPAID
.

Canvas slip -over cover supplied free.

FROM ALL DEALERS OR

Tehphone,
Holborn

3052

14 Great Queen Street, Kingsway, LONDON, W.C.2

ONLY Amperite can give
utmost life and perform.

ance from your valves. Con-
trols valve filament current
automatically, Eliminates hand rheo-
stats. Safeguards against valve damage
and premature burnouts. Simplifies wir-
ing. Accept no substitute. Types forall valves. Sold everywhere.

Peke 5 /- with mounting.
Distributed by

ROTRERMEL RADIO CORP. OF CT. BRITAIN LTO.
24 Maddox Street - London, W.1

ahewSELF-ADJUSTING"Rheostat

"TROMBA"

THE
WET H.T.

90 v. for 2 -valve sets, 18 '4
108 v. for 4 -valve sets, 34, -
also in 120 v. and 144 v.

No. I sacs 1/1, Zincs 7d. per doz.
No.2 sacs 2/1, Zincs 10d. per doz.
JARS (for either size) 1/2 per doz.

I stamp brings booklet; 6d. a
cell, or 1/. full range of samples.
TROMBA ELECTRICAL CO.,
(Dept D),13 High Ed., Kilbarn.N.W.6

Phone: Maid, Fate 11.69.

rTRANSFER INDEXES FOR WIRELESS
uith all the latest wordings. POST FREE.
P.,d. per sheet of over 100 different transfers.

GENERAL ACCESSORIES COMPAN I, 49 FARRINGDON ST., E.C.4

JANUARY 21, 1928

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements under this head are charged
THREEPENCE PER WORD, minimum charge
THREE SHILL/RIGS.

DEPOSIT SYSTEM
As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

bonafides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is hue explained.

trtending purchasers should forward to, the Publishers
the amount of the purchase money of the article. advertised.
This will be acknowledged to both the Depositor aril the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received of
the cerapletion of the purchase, or of the article having
been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums of £1
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of £1, to cover
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons not resident within the United Kingdom, double
fees are charged.

The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter (Cheques cannot be
-.misted), addressed to

" AMATEUR WIRELESS,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58 X61, FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C.4

PATEN T3.-Trade Marks, Advice 'Iandbook free-R. T. King,
Regd. Patent Agent, .46, Queen Victoria Street, Londcn.

WOOD HORNS FOR ALL SPEAKER BASES AND GRAMO-
PHONE UNITS.-See AsrATEUR WIRELEsS, Dec. 24th for illus-
tration of cheapest wood horn on the market. List. II. Maddi ;on,
2a, Ronald's Road, N.5. Manufacturer of the -Atiwoodorn."

THE PERFECT WET H.T.
ASSURED WITH OUR NEW INSULATING LINER

Jars.) /3 doz., plain,1/6 doz., waxed special sines, I/-doz.; high
rapacity sacs, 1/6 doz.; perforated liners, 4d. do.. Poet tree on
3 doz. complete units and over including special divided carton
suitableas a container. fiend 6d. foe sample complete unit, partic-
ulars and instructions. We stock seamless moulded cone parts.
TELEPHONES AND LOUD -SPEAKERS RE -WOUND

SPENCER'S STORES, LTD.
4--5 Mason's Avon,. Coleman Street, London. E.C.2

tondwr 22q1 Bara)

'D-XELLENT !

ni COILS
From 1 /- D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

---E THE LITTLE CELLS
Eton Primary H.T. Battery.

E-- SI and S2 Sac Cells. All
--=,a- 1,011. C -cell.
-.:5---=, PI eld. 3/3

SI 6d. ... 3/- .

1-----.. S2 4,1d. .. 2/6 .

THAT SATISFY
P1 Porous Pot Cells,

complete for assembly.
12 -cell. 1:0 -cell.

.. 5/9 14/-

.. 5/3 .. 12/-

.. 3/10 ... 9/6
 Send 1 ltd. stamp for booklet giving full particulars to-
2- THE ETON GLASS BATTERY Co. k-*
 46 ST. MARY'S ROAD - LEYTON E.10

47 STATIONS ON SPEAKER
received by delighted builder of MONOTUNE 3.

You can make this receiver in an evening and duplicate these
wonderful results by following the full detailed instructions
given in CONSTRUCTONE No. r. 15 photos,
drawings and diagrams leave nothing un- PRICE
explained. Designed by C. P. ALLINSON, 2/6A.M.I.R.E.-your guarantee.

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TO -DAY Post FresPublished by
THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISHING CO.Dept. M, 37, Drury Lane. London, W.C.2

THE GAMBRELL---
NEUTRO VERN I A

Condenser has definitely e;tsllished itself as the
very best Neutrodyne Condenser obtainable. Not
only because of its superiorit of de ign and per-
formance over all other makes, but because it can
also be used as a balancing condenser for capacity
reaction control or as a vernier condenserif desired.
It has a capacity range of approx. 2;38 m'mfds

, is
all enclosed, dust and damp-proif, will not short,
gives a proportional capacity increase or decrease by
each turn of the knob. Can be mmnted
three ways: on baseboard, on panel, or
through panel. PRICE

Obtainable:

GAMBRELL BROS.
76 Victoria St., London, S.W. 1

=taw Wirelezsi
COUPON

Available until Saturday,
FEB. 4th, 1928
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arge volume
'of sound /

The only :mill thing about the
m" is its price-the Trod:

is ilmzed that it can
be nu d: and sold for 31..)/

Kean
RC

Be kind to fpur ears 1 u
hying the "Can." Send
for List 04 Name of
Dealer who will demonstrate.

LONDON RADIO MFG. CO. LTD.
Head Office and Works :-

Staliai Rd., MERTON ABBEY, London, 5.W.19

Telephone : WIMBLEDON 4658
S.D.
154

You get full vokm: from the
" G m "-not a breathless
whisper. It is a full-sized
Speaker to which you can
listen without strain. It treats
the music kindly, too, being
careful not to burr the edges.

FULL SIZE

304

ST P
WASTING

HOURS
There is Money
in Spare Time !

Here is a really genuine chance for making money in your spare hours which you
must not Milk It is unique and quite dissimilar to all other schemes for making
money at home.

Seriously and genuinely, a Golden Opportunity is now knocking at your door.
The Coupon below is the latchkey which will open the door for you. Use it to -day.

In the hours you now spend just " passing the time away " you could be making
 money, producing a patented article, for which there is a constant demand. No
cumbersome " plant ' is necessary. Your own Kitchen Table can be your factory.
Only a few simple tools which you can make are required. The work is simple and
easy-even the children can help. The possibilities of making money are only
limited by the time you spend on it.Up to £300 a YEAR Earned !

Think of the luxuries and comfort you could enjoy with £300 a year extra.
Then send the Coupon below to -day for full particulars. For your own sake !
For your family's sake ! Only one person in 50.000 of the population is allowed
to manufacture under my Royal Letters Patent. This protection allows of unre-
stricted marketing. Arrangements will be made to take surplus output off your
hands, thus guaranteeing your profits.

YOU can do it ! I"" " MAKE -MONEY
seine youi opportunity NOW. Don't say C OUPON

"I'll do it to-morrow"-for to -morrow never I To THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO.comes. The man who "win:* is a man. of 124, King's Lynn, Norfolk.action-so "act" now. The posting if this
coupon is the first swing of the pendulum- II Sirs.-Please send me at once, and FREE.
the starting of the clock; ticking away, not full details as to how I can Make Money at
WASTED HOURS, but GOLDEN HOURS Home in my spare time. I enclose 2d.
-for YOU I stamp for postage.

It is so easy to take the first step THIS Print your name rand address boldly in
MINUTE by simply sending the Coupon. capital letters on a plain sheet of pater and

i pin this Caspar to II.
WILL YOU DO IT Wireless, 211Pa9.

ad.

IF, to -night, at a friend's house, you
were to hear the :113r0W11 Mascot Loud
Speaker without knowing you were

listening to a loud speaker, you would be
almost sure to ask who was his singing
friend. Then when he replied that it was
a loud speaker you heard, you would
laugh and offer him the other leg.
At that his eyes would sparkle, as he
disillusioned you, and you would be quite
astonished that a mere instrument could
be so human. After that you would want
a trOWtt Mascot Loud Speaker for your-
self, and when you had bought one you

 would say that in all the world there was no better
pace than your own fireside, in your old chair,
with this almost -living loud speaker to thrill
the evening hours.

The Wireless shop round
the corner has the

shop.

Mascot Loud Speaker
Only 90/- in Its price.

S. G. BROWN, LTD.,
Western Avenue. North Acton,

London, W.3.

PK 1531
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2 1\4h:rola-rod, Type 13.13.
working voltage 150 D.C.

Price 3/6

Sheer Superiority
has put and kept Dubilier Con-
densers at the top of the tree since
radio sets were first constructed.

I rintid in England: Published by Ihrnard Jones Publications, Ltd., 58;61 Fetter Lane, London, E.C.4
Sol: Agents for Africa 1 CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY. LIMITED: Sole A.,ents for Australasia: CORDON & GOTCH, LIMITLO. Saturday, January at, T


